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Low
truck,

Motocart
No. 27g

loading three - wheeled
Tipping high - fronted

Price 4/6 each

Rear Tipping Wagon
No. 30rn

Has tipping body operated by
lever, and hinged cailboard.

On Dodge chassis

Price 2/11

Standard **Vanguard*'
Saloon, No. 40e

A fine reproduction of
successful modern car

Price 2/1 each

3

Hudson
"Commodore" Sedan

No. 139b
A Fine miniature of a sleek
American car, attractively

finished in two colours
Price 3/* each

m

Daimler Ambulance
No, 30h

A beautiful model finished
cream with red wheels and the

Red Cross on each side
Price 3/- each

Observation Coach
No. 2ff

A handsome mode! of a motor
coach with rear section raised
to give passengers good v

in all directions
Price 3/3 each

ews

Austin Wagon
No. 30

j

This handsome model has the
characteristic lines of its well-

known prototype
Price 2/4 each

Austin Covered Wagon
No, 30s

to the Austin
30

j # but fitted with
useful hood

Pnce 2/10 each

Similar
No.

Wagon
a

Farm Produce Wagon
No. 30n

Attractive model of all-purpose
farm wagon

Price 3/6 each

This

Breakdown Lorry
No. 25x

splendid model, on a

Cornmer chassis, has a service
van body and it fitted with a

robust working crane
Price $/6 each

An
this

No,
attractive miniature of
popular genera} purpose

vehicle
Price 3/- each

Bedford Refuse Wagon
No. 25v

Sliding covers, tipping mechan
ism, opening rear door

Price 5/9 each

Land-Rover
No. 27d

A fine model of a vehicle
designed to go anywhere and

do
Price 3/11 each

Double Deck Bus
No, 29c

Price 3/5 each

ALL THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE PURCHASE TAX

Bedford End Tipper
No. 2Sm

Price 4/11 each

MADE I N ENGLAND B Y MECCANO LIMITED
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Din

Dinky Supertoys No. 571

Coles Mobile Crane
Hoisting, jib-raising and slewing movements

Price 9/11 each

ky Supertoys No.
Heavy Tractor
Price 6/6 each

563

Dinky
Supertoys
No, 751

Lawn Mower
Price 5/9 each

Dinky Supertoys No, 504
Foden 14-ton Tanker

Price 9/3 each

w Dinky Supertoys No.
Guy 4-ton Lorry
Price 4/11 each

p

Dinky Supertoys No. 562 Dumper Truck
Adjustable front wheels, tipping bucket

reversible driving seat
Price 7/~ each

rMi

Dinky Supertoys No. 531

Leyland 'Comet' Lorry
Price 5/4 each

Dinky Supertoys No. 514
Guy Van

withLarge capacity van „~-„
opening double doors at rear

Price 6/3 each

ALL PRICES INCLUDE PURCHASE TAX

MADE I N ENGLAND D Y MECCANO LIMITED
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WRITE NOW
for this

NEW
ENLARGED
CATALOGUE

The mast comprehensive

Gauge 'O' Catalogue

yet published.

pages include Model Locomotives in

Pri

British Railways colours, entirely New Models
and additional accessories, etc.

ce still only 1/- [Quote ref: GO/17) from:

W
Head Office and Works

London: 112, High Holborn, W.C1

«

NORTHAMPTON
Manchester: 28, Corporation Street

wiftittwft******

for smart

healthy
Play safe! Brylcreem your hair. Dandruffon
your collar, loose hair on your
are danger signals that point the need for

Brylcreem's double benefit:

(1) Day-long smartness (9) Lasting hair health

Massage with Brylcreem stimulates the scalp,

encourages natural hair growth, wards
Dandruff. Its pure emulsified oils put life

into Dry Hair and impart a splendid gloss.

Don't tike any chances, Brylcreem your hair

to be sure !

Use Brylcreem . . . most

County Perfumery Co* L(d. t Stanmorc^ Middlx, 36/383
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MAJOR STEAM ENGINE

47 J 5 Inc. tax

ELECTRIC MOTOR

25/6 Inc. tax

OF ALL DEALERS
Other Lines!

ICNALLINC
Write for List to

QUIPMENT
(Dept. 3), Merit House, Potters Bar Middl
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CHALLENGER t#

Th# first FULLYever
FINISHED ready-to-fly
Control Line Trainer

Designed by expert aero-
modellers and includes:

Unbreakable
removable

and

propeller,
undercarri-

un-•ige f and practically

breakable plastic wings
ind fuselage. Specially

designed for the E.D, Bee
1 cue diesel. Complete with plastic control
handle and lines. Span 13| in* Aircraft 39/-* ftAf
ngine 4S/-* Post free. Complete with Engine ©•/

The Famous "BOWMAN"
STEAM ENGINES
at almost HALF-PRICE!
Gamages purchased the
Liquidator's entire stock
at a discount of nearly
50 per cent.
Constructed of heavy gauge
metal, bases drilled for

Meccano fittings. Will
drive up to 10 models.
GAMAGES «* 4* I

PRICE jIL
Post&Pkg, f/- '

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON E.C.I

The
%XQfi G

Electric

FREIGHT TRAIN
l .'

Loco, with powerful 12 v. A/C reversing mechanism,
Tender, Open truck. Petrol wagon and Goods van. Eight

Curved and four Straight rails. 200/250 v. A/C input,
7-12 v. A/C output Transformer/Controller gives full

nd reversing control. Complete £ ^/l7//k
Carriage and Packing 2/6U / / /

Q
Set without Transformer £4/7/6, Standard Transformer

£1/10/-. Super Transformer £1/19/6.

speed

No. 1

No. 2

No, 3

No. 4
No.

Signal Box with 4 Signals
Loading Gauge
Small Signal, 1 arm
Junction Signal
Small Signal, 2 arm

No, 6 Gantry Signal

5

Post and Packing //- on No

Correct Scale
Size "0M Gaufvc

RAILWAY
SIGNALS

Beautifully made
Signals that will

delight the young
Railway Engineer

.. 15/-

.. f/3

.. 1/6
5/1

1

2/11

/, 6d, on oil others.

*

* *

fr +

-

4 * *

r -

London3
s Headquarters for Models

\

ir

FOR 40 YEARS we have specialised in "0" Gauge Electric Model Railway Equipment
with special regard to the requirements of the Individual builder of lay-outs as against

NOWtable-cop outfits

A COMPLETE BOXED MODEL RAILWAY with a SMOKING LOCO
SMOKE from slow to full speed emerging in SYNCHRONISED PUFFS

NO PILLS
and controlled by a Cut-out Switch

NO TIRESOME CLEANING NO CONSTANT REFILLING
The Apparatus is a real Engineer's job totally enclosed in the Loco, and powered by the wonderful

12 Volt D.C. Motor (standard in our most expensive models) which has given up to 20 years
continuous use in many, many cases. Will run on Dry Batteries, Accumulators, or trickle chargers.

ALL THE FOLLOWING AT THE PRICE OF A SINGLE HAND-BUILT LOCO.

id)

9(h)

Hand Bulk, painted and Transferred 0-4-0 Saddle Tanker.
Two 12 ton covered Vans* correctly coloured and detailed.

One 12 ton open Wagon true to type.

15 ft. of Three Rati Track, mounted on Wood Sleepers with Detailed Chairs supported on full length Battens.
Lined Presentation Box covered in Brown Leatherette.
Plans for extending Layout,
ustrated Catalogue printed on Art Paper.

Comprehensive Guarantee for One Year*
PRICE—Without Smoke Apparatus £12 * 4 . 5 including Purchase Tax

With Smoke Apparatus £13 . 15 , including Purchase Tax

Please note that we do not supply direct to the Public but we have Agents in all

principal towns. They are Model Railway Experts who are at your service at all

times. Addresses on request

THE LEEDS MODEL COMPANY LIMITED
POTTERDALE MILLS, DEWSBURY ROAD, LEEDS II, ENGLAND

[Our Overseas friends are asked ta note that the prices given include

Write for c,f«f. prices).

U.K. Purchase Tax and Retailers* Margin
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Charming
Model Village with

NTER FOR THE

Brick and

Mortar Building

i

BRICKPLAYER
COMPETITION

Prizes of £10 10s., 15 5s. t and £3
number of consolation

Brkkplayer Accessories

The Brkkplayer Kit contains miniature

bricks in all required shapes, mortar, roof-

ing, metal windows and doors, plans and

instruction booklet,

architect designed to

All
«.0M

models are

gauge scale.

awarded winning models

Write for fait details.

« r-r '^

Buildings can be permanent or dismantled

by merely soaking in water, and the

bricks used again and again.

Brick player Kits at 25/- and 47/6 and

Accessories are available from good toy-

shops and stores.

\

H-?1

-

1

4> I L
m \J

If your dealer cannot supply, write for address f>

nearest stockist to;

J. W. SPEAR & SONS LTD.
Dept. "M" • Enfield • Middlesex

I;

I
1

*

YOUR
CHRISTMAS GIFT
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YOU'LL

AND
WON'T BE ABLE TO RESIST THEM

new patented gaj"

Provides many »•

**«! over fcW-"^

with miniature
^"nin? routes and ce i

Plan your own
^n;ng_

6 yers
+* fQ

for family anu

There is only one 'Plasticine'—made solely

by Harbutt's Plasticine Ltd. You will, find

'Plasticine* invaluable for adding the touch
of realism to your models. For prototypes,
'mock up$

f and other uses there is no more

•

practical medium than

Plasticine
•

Sole Manufacturers:
RE GO.

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LIMITED
BATHAMPTON. BATH, SOMERSET

DYNAMO

VITALITY BULBS LTD, NEVILLE PLACE. LONDON. N 22

W

tf your dealer cannot
supply, write for address

of nearest stockist to:

SPEAR & SONS LTD
DEPT. M • ENFIELD • MIDDLESEX

OFFER OF A SWISS COMPANION KNIFE

with EIGHT attractions—Awl.
Corkscrew, Safety Ring, Tin-
Opener, 1fr in. Blade, 3 In.

Blade, Bottle Opener, Screw-
driver. Finest French ,
razor-sharp, strong yet light and
handy. Easily worth double.
Send 9/- for

immed* delivery*
C.O.D, 1 /- extra. 3

. 5 for

*-

for 25/-. S for 40/
Money back guarantee.
Trade enquiries invited.

D. MORGAN & CO. LTD.
M.M.3., 2. Grey's Inn Road. London W.C.I

*
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IU9 fftA«t •»*«

MINIC No, 2
WITH HORN.
horn operated

whee/»steering

type" steering

SPORTS
incorpora ting a
from bu tton on

and "Adeemson
Inc. P.T.

It*s a fact—you can buy one of thtst

KACEi

wonderful MINIC Series H scale

models right now for this amazingly low

price! They are all true scale models
of modern cars and have a

* 4

power-plus"

performance that is unequalled by any
other make. Their long runs at terrific

speed are made possible by the exclusive

Tri-ang motors—each of which is

specially designed for the job.

Other features include the smooth,

aero-styled bodies; the correctly track-

ing steering and the tough, treaded

rubber tyres.

Look for the name MINIC on every

carton - insist on MINICS - they're tops.

ASK TO SEE THESE, and the many other

models AT YOUR LOCAL SHOP~we do

not supply direct.

MINIC No. 2 GRAND PRIX RACER.
Complete with "Ackerman type"
steering, brake, forward and neutral

gear and "knock-off" hub caps to

wheels. Inc. P.T.

L».im. HI NIC Se'Mn H

STOP-OH CI I

MINK: No. 2 STOP ON CAR . ft

never falls off the table as its

mechanism makes it turn at the

edge. Inc. P.T.

CKW RK *onc( Cat

MINIC No. 2 POUCE CAR. A fine

model of an American Police Cat
complete wrth dummy loud speakers

and radio mast. toe. P.T.

LINES BROS* LTD., MERTON, LONDON S.W.19, ENGLAND
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his is the bike that really stands out from the rest ! It's

got a silver head and silver bands, and a beautiful blue

finish. Suppose you had one of your own imagine how

you'd flash along in front of all your friends ! This is the

smart, speedy bike you've always wanted

!

ITS TIME YOU HAD
FREE ! U.S.A/a exciting Cully illustrated catalogue.

Send us a postcard. This is the address : jusi

B.S,A> CYCLES LTD., ii t ARMOURY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM it
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The Passing of BXXA.C.
Flying Boats

When B.O.A.C's new fleet of Handley
ie "Henries" air liners takes over the

marine aviation will be carried from these
islands only by privately-owned
Airways, who operate a weekly service to
the lovely Portuguese holiday island of

1

1

Springbok">• route to Sou tli Africa this

month. in partnership with the
\ir-

6
Madeira with the ex-B.O.A.C fleet of

"Hythes." We must wish them well.

look forward to the time when these
ft

and

Hythes will be joined by the ^iant

Princess'* flying boats being built for
"Constellations" of South African
ways, the last flying boats will disappear
from B.O.A.C/s network of Mnipire air

mules. There have been many predictions

that B.O.A.C. will reject their passing;

certainly they will lie missed by an untold

number of air passengers who, for more than oceans over winch they will fly,

twenty years, have revelled in the comfort

B.O.A.C, by Saunders- Roe at Cowes, Isle

of Wight. These "Prin cesses" should one
day lead the world <>m mn skyw;ivs. just

as the two British sea "Queens" rule the

and luxury of British travel

.

Our flying boats have not always been
as fast as their Iandplane counterparts,
but the fact that three out of four of the

air-travel 1 i n g public seem to prefer them is

proof that, even to-day, mere speed is not
everything. On the score of they
are unrivalled.

The famous old fleet of Empire
flew a total of more than 40,000,000 miles

in peace and war, during which they
established our Empire air routes and
pioneered the Empire Air Mail Scheme,
under which a letter could be sent by air

to any part of the Empire for ljd. The
Hythe" Class 'boats which followed them•

covered moie than 5,000,000 miles a year
In service with B.O.A.C, to the corners of

the earth. Then
Class and the "Solents,

came
i I

the
f •

Plymouth"
magnificent proof

of Britain's ability to produce safe, com-
fortable air liners at a period when our
landplanes were having a lean time.

Now the "Solents" are off,

on the score of expense, despite the fact
that, two years ago, the only airline in

B.O.A.C. Group which made athe xv

profit was Tasman Empire Airways—the
only one using flying boats exclusively,

the flag of BritishFor the time being,
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Dartmoor ponies.

have roamed wild over manv and hardier. It is alwavs able to ferret

of Great Britain for many out food and to survive on such apparently
hundreds of years, and it is rather remark unappetising fare as bracken,

able that so many should still survive heather and brambles, constantly wander?
on favoured heaths and moors. With mg, in the open and knowing
the exception of deer, all the larger animals only natural shelter under trees and in

that once made their homes here have thickets. It lives a nomadic communal
become extinct. There are now no sabre- life in small herds, as it has always done.
toothed tigers, woolly mammoths, wild The best known of all British ponies

so on, but the wild ponies are is the New Forest pony, which still thrives

still with us. They are getting fewer and in large numbers. At one time it was
fewer each year, but as they are all useful thought that these handsome grey-brown
to man, and can be improved by horse animals with the thick shaggy manes were
breeding experts, have never been descended from fiery Spanish horses that
allowed to die out. So if you go through had been washed ashore when the Spanish

Armada was wrecked off our south-west
in Elizabethan times. That was an

New
or Forest ponies came from a colder land than

Spain, probably from Wales, and by
careful in-breeding with real pure-bred

the New Forest, over Exmoor or Dartmoor
in the West Country, up in the Highland?
of Scotland and the Western Isles, to the interesting story, but not true.

fell country of the North of England,
into the Welsh Hills, you will be sure to

encounter little herds of ponies, sturdy,

tough creatures with centuries of endur- Arab horses they have been made taller

ance behind them. and even more handsome. If you want a

Strictly speaking, most of the ponies first-rate riding pony, you cannot do
are semi-wild. They roam all round the better than get a New Forest animal.

year at will and never enter a stable, but They are fairly tame, but seldom come
they are periodically rounded up for close to people unless they know food is

about to be offered. They roam all overbranding, selling and controlled breeding,

and sometimes they are supplied with the New Forest, grazing on the lush

food in hard weather, although normally
they fend for themselves. Many descend

-

meadows and moors, and often walking
right into the towns and villages, standing

ants of these native ponies find themselves in the roadways and peering into shop
at work in the mines, pulling small traps, doorways as if

and even giving children rides on the Certainly they
owned the place,

there long before

sands at holiday resorts. But care is now there were any villages and towns in the

taken that the original stock of ponies ancient feudal Forest, one day to be a

shall not be diminished, for they are quite National Park.
irreplaceable owners, and

all belong to private
quite a few young

pony is not as so many people animals arc taken away every year, their

suppose, just a small horse. It is really numbers are well maintained. You seldom
a different creature, shorter in the leg see a party of New Forest ponies without

*
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\

there being
present.

Turning

several pretty grey foals up a living on the bleak wastes of Dart-
moor, especially in winter—and when

westward to the rounded hills broken in, numbers of them are sent to
of Exnioor, in Somerset, we come to the work in the pits,

oldest and most attract!vc of all the True Welsh
English ponies, Exmoor ponies are doubt-
less the original creatures
roamed all over Britain in the
very earliest times, and they
have remained the least altered.

They are quite short animals,
you can always tell one

by its light mealy fawn muzzle
which makes it look as though
it had mst been nosing into

bran mash. Thev have
arly coloured rings round the

hills

ponies
of Wales

scrambled on the
long before man

eyes, which look like light

spectacles, but the rest of the
is brown ish in

are spirited on
our.

run,
w are not as well

pony
I hev
uit som

off as Now Forest or Dartmoor
ponies; a few always die oif in

cold winters.

at one, you would
never think they would do half

the jobs can, and they Cotswold ponies at the annual street sale at Stow-on- the-Wold.

appear too small for hard riding

work. Yet years ago a 14 st. man rode ever lived in the place, and not many
Nt> miles from Bristol to South Molton on
nne, the horse-drawn coach on
the way. And they are still as tough
to-day.

of the old race still survive. But modern
Welsh ponies, handsome, long-haired

animals, make spirit, d and hardy riders,

and they are still in demand for that

Dartmoor ponies are larger again, with purpose. By introducing Arab horse

longer legs and necks, and a- general blood into the strain the best features

brown colour. The strain is still being of the fast horse are merged with the

improved, even though it is a very old toughness of the little ponies

one, by experts who fear that otherwise
it will not last. These animals are

extremely strong—they have to be to pick years to come

Scotland two kinds of

and are likely to do
First there

stillponies
so for many

what is

bi:

most

is

called the Fell pony, a
strong animal that s

of its life being harnessed to the
• carts of the Highland crofters,

for in the hard bleak parts of

Scotland the

afford to see uj

people cannot
ponies wan-

dering about idle in a wild state.

The steep hill farms, with the

rough tracks, present no diffi-

culty to the Fell ponies On
some the especially

those that give them their name,
Shetland pontes serve for draw
ing carts and for ri

Exmoor ponies rounded up in North Devon.

these little woolly-haired ponies
are the ones you see used for

pleasure riding on the seashore
and also in circuses. The largest

are only 3 ft. 6 in. high but an
immensely strong.
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Pipelines
By J. W. Smith

N a, hydro-electric project, the pipeline

serves a similar purpose to the permanent
This extra catchment una is obtained
fr<nn the surrounding mountains, the

way of a railway system, and similarly water being conveyed to the reservoir by
it tends to be overlooked in a description aqueducts and tunnels. A large dam has

•of the scheme as a whole. We are more
readily

been built at one end of the loch, thus

by giant locomotives increasing the capacity of the reservoir

by massive dams and
pow turbo-alternators than by pipes

and incidental!

v

watcr

increasing Ihe head of

for driving the turbine
-

Water from
begins its journey i

in the power station 1>\

through a tunnel bored through
solid rock in the heart of Hen

the reservoir

to the turbines

p; using

Vorlich, The length of this

iltunnel is about two miles ami
its diameter is 15 ft. 6 in. It is

lined with concrete to provi !<

a smooth surface tur the
of water, and this concrete is

reinforced by steel hoops at

places where the rock cover has

not been considered sufficient

to

hoops are formed from 1^* m.
diameter steel bar.

prevent bursting. These

While underground the
form

The Loch Sloy pipeline, through which water from the Loch
reaches the power house 900 ft, below.

main tunnel divides

two 10-ft. diameter
tunnels. These smaller tunnels

emerge from the side of the

hill as steel pipes, which them-
selves bifurcate to form 7 ft.

pipes before entering the valve

house which can be seen at the
ro inYet in the design of a hydro-clecti ic power top of the photograph on this page.

station the importance of the pipeline is there the four pipes plunge steeply down

about 7<»0 ft.

such that the whole performance and to the power station, a further drop <<f

efficiency depends on the care with which
it has been designed and manufactured
It is not just the job of a titanic plumber
but a carefully calculated achievement

On full the four turbo-alternators
xn the power house are capable of

aggregating 130,000 k\V. To achieve this

The con trolling' factor in its design is the the pipelines have to convey 220,000 tons

amount of water that can be drawn off of water an hour. As the pressure of the

from the reservoir economically This water increases with depth it was necessary

to increase the thickness of the steel ofsettles the maximum size and power of

the water turbines, and this in turn which the pipes are made. Just below

decides the design of the pipeline. the valve house this is 4* in. thick, but

An interesting example
engineering is that of the Loch

of modern at the station itself the thickness is 1 -ft
in

Massive concrete anchor cs are pro-

Sloy project. In this case the water has vided to maintain rigidity, and below each

to be carried from Loch Sloy to a power of the three upper blocks expansion

station on the banks of Lomond, joints are incorporated in the pipeline to

near Invemglas. The difference in level prevent distortion due to fluctuations in

of the power house and the reservoir is temperature. At the bottom, where the

approximately 900 ft. Loch Sloy itself has four pipes gradually spread out to align

an area of about 6J sq. ra., but is fed themselves with their respective turbines,

from a total catchment area of 32 sq. m special supporting piers were designed
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to resist the considerable side thrust

which is set up.
A point that is often by

people unfamiliar with hydraulic engineer-

ing is the necessity for providing a safety
device for the piping system. As the head
of water in the reservoir remains reasonably
• (instant it would appear that the pressure
in the pipeline will also remain constant.

While this is perfectly true if the water
is static, or is moving at a uniform rate,

it is not true if the motion of the water
is suddenly arrested in any way.
of affairs can easily arise when it

be necessary
quickly, for instance,

to clos down

A state
might

station

the failure of the
electrical transmission lines.

In such an emergency we are faced with
the difficulty of bringing to rest a column
of water moving rapidly, and weighing
something like two hundred thousand

. If the valves in the
were closed quickly and
safety device in the
hammer that would he

power house
there was no

the water
up would

pipes as though
they were card board tubes and the station

would probably be swept into

J,oeh Lomond.

disintegrate the s

The device to alleviate this danger is

known as a surge shaft, and in the Sloy
scheme it takes the form of a gigantic

Gleaming cables carry away in a new form the power
of the water in the tour giant pipelines.

chamber 26 ft. in diameter
and having a height of 275 ft. The mam

tunnel passes through the bottom of

this shaft, and in the event of a sudden
close down the energy of the massive
column of water would be largely

dissipated in filling the shaft. The
surge shaft is inside Ben Vorlich, about
1,000 ft. back from the valve house.
The valves in the valve house are

of the butterfly type and are used only
in cases of emergency, such as the
examination
the

defective pipe while
continue to

function. The
pipes

actual control of the

The four turbo-alternators supplied by the Loch Sloy pipe-

line. The one at the far end of the line is already supplying

power to the grid at peak load periods; the others are

seen in construction.

turbines is achieved by cylindrical ly
balanced valves situated in the power
house itself. This means that the four
pipelines in the illustration are always
under full water pressure ready for
immediate starting. This is a point of
some importance when it is remembered
that Loch Sloy is a "peak load" station

which means that it is designed
to run for a comparatively short period
each day. Indeed the quantity of
available water governs the running time
to a few hours per day.
With other hydro-electric schemes

Loch Sloy will lu-lp to ease the consider
able strain under which our electrical

power resources are at present labouring.
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Railway Working Timetables
By R. A. H. Weight

OST readers are probably familiar and so on. Quite a lot of such trains do not
with some of the public timetables appear at all in public timetables, but

are pre
article

British How these
was described in a recent
"MM."

all have to be carefully scheduled
fitted in. Notes are included about

There are the one train passing another, regular
complete books covering' a whole Region; diversions to loop or slow tracks, the class

sectional tnd suburban booklets or folders; of traffic or vehicles conveyed, limits of

and sheet or poster timetables giving the load and other directions. On some lines

ervice applicable to the station or area all trains arc numbered in the
in which they are displayed. They are book, such descriptive numeration
the successors of the more individualistic

publications produced by the
companies in years gone by,

which were of great interest

deserve an article to themselves. Such Eastern Region, 1

working
being

many
and

of

really

used for operating instructions or reporting
to Control Offices.

Some extracts from the working book
of 1949 may be quoted. First, Section A,

covers the
tables show only the public passenger
trains

which
passengers. There

stations

stop for

are,

pages,
whole of the former G.N. main line from

King's Cross to Doncaster,

however, many other
kinds of regular us.

There is also a
deal more detail which it

is necessary to provide
for the train crews and
operating folk; hence the

regular issue, for

The picture above shows the
down "Queen of Scots" Pullman
passing Hadley Woods. The
Tacffic" engine is A2/3 No.
60513 "Dante." This and the
lower photograph on the opposite
page are by Mr. C. R. L. Coles.

but excludes London
suburban services. It does
include through timings
to and from York, N.E.
Region, together with
certain branch or junction
lines, and much subsidiary
information as usual in

each book. London-
»
mes known as

use only, of bulky Peterborough tables arc separate from

limetables
Working or Sen ice Peterborough-York, each

*

The if Working Books" as they are often

group of pages
notes. The northbound

with headings
occupymg a

and foot
ii
Flying Scotsman

called, give exact mileages from principal is train No. 50, headed "R.C. E.P./' which
starting points or junctions; the times at means "Restaurant Car, Express Passenger"
which non-stop trains should pass im-
portant points; the class of each train,

The

. such as Express Passenger,

Passenger, Empty Coaches, Express Fish,

Parcels or Vans, various kinds of Freight

leaving King's Cross at ln.O a.m
first passing time shown is at Greenwood
Si

10.17

gnal

Huntingdon, 11.7,

miles, mostly uphill, at

pass 10.27, Hitchin 10.42.

Peterborough 1 1 .25,
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having averaged about 60 m.p.h. for

more than 50 miles.

Turning to the second group of

we find "No. 60 Down"
Peterborough
Grantham.

11.25

"Northumbrian" departing from Kin
Cross at 12,0; later when standing in
Doncaster Yard it is passed by the 12.45

ag.iin, passing and 1.20 p.m. expresses from London.
and arriving at No. ]02, express parcels train

engines were changed at Cross at 7.10 p.m runs
12 noon. Departing at
12.6 p.m. for a 162f mile

non-stop run to New-
castle, this famous
express is timed to pass
among other places
Doncaster at 1.11, York
at 1 .47. All that appears
in the public timetables

between London and
Newcastle is: Grantham,
Dep. 12.6 p.m., taking
up passengers only. The
'Junior Scotsman" fol-

lowing closely behind,
calling at Peterborough
and York, is No. 52
Dowtt. Evm bum!.*eni

are now allotted to

northbound trains on
this line; southbound
trains having odd ones.

Train movements are supervised from
such as the one shown here at Crewe.

and reported to the Control Offices,

British Railways Official Photograph.

\t 10.30 a.m. from King's Cross Goods over the 156 miles to Doncaster, being
followed later by fast goods trains andStation departs an express fish empties

train for Grimsby, No. 1126, which runs passing several slower ones. All have their
without a stop to New England Sidings, details with timings in the Working Book.
Peterborough, in just over If hours, In L.M.R. Passenger Working Timetable,
including some average speeds of 50 m.p.h. Section 5, covering Crewe-London. Birming-
or more. There was another similar one, ham and branches, we rind that odd
No. 260 Down, bound for Scotland, numbers apply to principal northbound
starting at 11.55; that is after No. 58, trains, and even to southbound. Fifteen
the "Oueen of Scots Pullman" has left the intermediate passing times are allotted to
main station at 11.45. No. 260 is passed trains running non-stop between Euston
while at Peterborough by the down and Crewe, including Willesden, Watford,

Bletchley, Rugby, Lichfield,

Stafford Norton Bridge. Some

Mail pouches suspended from the ground standards
(L.M. Region) being picked up bv the 8.30

"West Coast Postal."
p.m

at Harrow
ex-Euston

expresses run further than that
without a halt and so have no stop
shown in this book apart from
Euston, but only passing times.
The working detail of the famous

West Coast Postal Trains is of
interest. The southbound one is

due away from Crewe at 12.37 a.m.
passing Stafford at 1 .7, Rugeley 1.17,

then calling to load and unload
from 1.32 to 1.44 a.m. at Tarnworth,
and from 2.17 to 2.25 at Rugby,
reaching Euston at 4.0 a.m. Mails
are delivered to the lineside
apparatus at seven points, including
Stafford and Nuneaton where bags
are picked up as well. The 8.30 p.m.
northbound service from London
is similar. reporting numbers
are 148 and 157 respectively. The
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usual passing time allowance for north- relief lines or vice-versa, engine loadings

bound expresses is 24 min. to Watford and restrictions on various routes, together

from Euston; 41 to Tring, 55 to Bletchley, with many other facts and figures

71 to Blisworth, 92 to Rugby (93 if these W\R. volumes rather a fascinating

stopping); then, if continuing without mine of information.

stop, 129 min. to Lichfield, 147 to Stafford, The Southern Region issues separate

and about 3 hr. to Crewe.
The Western Region Service Timetables,

Service Books for each Division, passenger
timetables being distinct from freight. The

including all types of train, are spread over passenger working timetables for each of

16 books. No. 1, for instance, covers the sections based on London-Western,
London, Reading, Didcot, Oxford, Central and Eastern, are bulky in view of

Wycombe, Banbury, wi th main line the heavy suburban traffic and frequent

timings to Swindon, also various branches. electric trains. In some cases separate

There is an intensive passenger service books are issued covering the

operated from Paddington for many purely suburban services. Electric trains

destinations on a variety of main routes, are indicated by the head code, either

together with numerous milk, freight or number or letter each one carries

similar train workings
traversing all or part

not
of the district.

is therefore
surprising that 240
pages 1 of smaller size

than other Regions
use are devoted to

the down or up

or on

weekday or Sunday,
main line traffic, with

very full detail.
Except for selected

expresses,
summer Saturdays,
train numbers are not

used. Somewhat simi-

larly to other Reg-
ions, trains towards
London are described

in the headings in

this way: 1.22 p.m.
Taunton, 12.30 p.m.
Wolverhampton; 4.46 p.m. Aldcrmaston, being printed at the head of the column

Staff Train (forming 5.50 p.m. Hayes to

L.N.E.R. 2-6-0 No. 120 of class K3 in charge of "No. 552 Up" express freight from
Scotland to Kings Cross (Goods). Photograph by C. R. L. Coles.

A oil many arrival

Paddington); 8.48 a.m. Fishguard
Kingham Freight

Perish - at stations are given
tunes
ha I f-

able; 2.0 p.m.
are starting times.

Sixteen down trains are booked to leave

These minutes; so are some main line passing

times for fast trains, thus: 5.x56^.

It is usual to indicate in the columns

Paddington, including suburban platforms, by abbreviated

on ordinary between 5.40 and
the line on which

the train is to travel over multiple-tracked
signs

6.40 p.m., anions them being the 5.55 sections or in certain cases the platform

for South Wales, 6.0 for Weymouth, line it is to use. Trains are normally not

6.5 for Oxford and Kingham, 6.10 Birming- numbered but described by their starting

ham and Wolverhampton, 6.30 Bristol, time and place. There are however

There are also paths,
n

is timings numbered timings which constitute "paths

available for use if necessary, should for Continental Boat expresses from Dover

relief portions have to be run of the 5.55

or 6.10 express departures
or Folkestone to Loin J m. In the event of

a ship arriving late, or Customs examinu-

A ure cf branch or local working
.
tion, etc., not being completed in time for

steam push-and-pulL a start reasonably near booked time, the

\utos," also the
on the W.R. is the
trains described as ".

passenger and parcel railcars, some
which run considerable distances. Lists of

signal boxes, crossovers from main to

train runs in the next available path, say
No. 56 timing instead of No. 52. The
inward "Golden Arrow" Pullman express

in the winter (Continued on pate 478)
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Tunne
Cooling Water for Great Oil Refinery

THE building in Great Britain of large

plants for refining crude oil is an
to

en larger quantities of water are

ing purposes, and to bringrequ i

interesting development, designed to this to the plant a tunnel 900 ft. long and

increase the refining capacity of the 9 ft. in diameter was bored. This begins

country from 2J million tons

a year in 1947 to 19J million

by the end of 1953.

Shell Petroleum Co. is

a great share in this expansion.

Its programme now m hand
involves extensions of its

plants at Shell Haven near
Southend, and Stanlow,
Cheshire, that will increase

their combined capacities

from nearly two million to

more than five million tons a
year, and will cost about

million.

The construction of a large

refinery involves considerably

more than the erection of

the distilling plant required,

as the Shell Haven extension

shows. For instance, enormous
quantities of water are re-

quired. At Shell Haven the

daily consumption will be

about 350,000 gallons a day. To supply
this it has been necessary to extend the

Miners at the shield face during the construction of the tunnel

bringing cooling water from the Thames to the Shell Haven refinery.

Illustrations by courtesy of Shell Petroleum Co. Ltd.

below the Thames, where an intake shaft

18 ft. in diameter has been sunk. From
this the tunnel has beenlocal main pipeline system to a point

about two miles away, and thence to lay the soft ground to a

down a 16 in. diameter welded pipe lead- 30 ft. below ground level. The tunnel
large

th rongh
pumph'nise

ing to storage tanks. was bored in exactly the same manner as

the London tubes and other

tunnels driven through
tunnel shield being
steadily forward in stages.

prevent water from flooding the
workings compressed air was
pumped into the tunnel. Miners
excavated at the face of the

shield, and behind them cast

iron segments were bolted to-

gether to form the lining. Cement
grout was pumped into the clay

behind the segments to protect

and strengthen the huge tube,

which was finally lined with
concrete.
Water from the river is

pumped through the tunnel and

Miners coming out of the entrance air lock after finishing an 8-hr
shift in the pressurised tunneL

circulated through
towers and other
plant, after which
through a second similar tunnel.

cooling

of the
returns
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Trans rmers Home Overseas
RANSFORMERS play a very important
part in the supply of electric power

, with a pressure of 100
100 turns on the primary coil, an

Between the generating station and the output voltage of 20 volts can be obtained
ultimate user in the home, the street, or by having a secondary coil with only

20 turns. (Neglecting losses of about 2%).
After generating electricity in the power

through atthe factory, electricity passes

least three, and sometimes many more,
transformers.
The function of the transformer is to

change a high voltage to a low voltage,

a high voltage, toor a

give

low voltage to

the most convenient vultaiie

pressure for the application concerned.
A simple example of the use of trans-

formers is in the supply of electricity to

model
houses in the civilised world alternating

trains. In very many

current (A.C.) electricity is supplied at

a pressure around 230 volts, but the
majority of model railways are built to

work on a low pressure, such us the 12

volts used to operate Hornby- Dubio
trains A transformer is tliere fore

required to reduce the mains voltage

The principle of operation of the
transformer is shown in the aceompany-

The input alternating
-

current passes through a coil, called the
ing diagram.

primary,
limb of

which is wound round one
a laminated core,

induces magnetism, or a magnetic tlux

as it is called, in the core. The strength

of this tlux is proportional to the
number of turns in the primary coil and
to the
called

u ied. A second coil.

secondary, is wound round
the other limb of the core, and the
magnetic flux induces an alternating

electric current in this coil. As in the

case of the primary, the voltage of the

Pari of a lOO.UOU-kVA, 220 ISU-kV brllish transluuncr
for Holland, For the illustrations to this article, and for

the photograph on which our cover picture is based, we
indebted to Metropolitan-Vicfcers Electrical Co, Ltd,

secondary coil is proportional to the station, the engineer has the problem of

number of turns. The voltage ratio of distributing it to the many users; and to

the transformer is the ratio of the number do this he employs transformers. The
of primary turns to the number of main object in transmitting at high
secondary turns. voltages is to keep the current (amperes)

to a reasonable value,

PRIMARY Magnetic Flux

O
I AmP

SiCONDARY

lOOv

O

INPUT

too
turni

20
turns

CORE

5 Amps

20v>Load

OUTPUT

and so also the cross-

sectional of

conductors required to

carry it, thus reducing
the cost of the trans-

mission lines. This often

necessitates working with
voltages ifhigh

The principle of the transformer

very
large bulk of power is

to be transmitted. In

the United Kingdom at

the present tim^ power
is transmitted from the
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transformers which
transform the voltage
from
33,000
times

1-32.000 volts to
or some-

to 11,000 volts.

These main distribution
stations are usually
situated on the fringe of
large towns. Underground
cables then Carry-

power to a series

the

of

This interesting picture give* a good impression of the core and windings
for a lQG (Q00-kVA t 220 150-kV transformer that is installed at l.ulteradc

in Holland.

smaller sub-stations where
it passes through more
step - down transformers.
The sub-stations are
situated within the town,
and from here the
electricity is distributed
to houses, shops and
factories, possibly passing
through more step-down
transformers on the way.

photograph
75,000- kVA

Our final

s h o w s a

genen stations to the main distribu-
points, via the National Grid system,

at 132,000 volts (132-kV). This high voltage
power is carried along wires suspended from
the tall trellis-like pylons that can lie seen
in almost every part of the country.

"• w « _ — _ *

Higher nsmission voltages are m
, At the moment, arrangements

are in hand for a 275,000- volt Super-
tension grid system; and in the years to

transformer installed at a
station of the British Electricity Authority.
The structures on the left and right of the
photograph are radiator banks for cooling
purposes. The transformer itself is immersed
in oil; the heat that is generated in the
transformer windings is absorbed by the oil,

which is circulating continuously through
the transformer tank and the radiators.

come it is expected that 400,0nn-volt article we are in

For ike. information contained in this

systems will be common.
In Continental countries,

for example Spain, Germany
and N o r w a y, w h e re
electricity has to be trans-
mitted over much greater
distances than in Britain,
220,000 -volt systems are
already in operation. The

ograph on the previous
of a

Victors Electrical Co. Ltd.

to the Metropolitan

page shows
lOOm>n-kVA capacity
transformer built by
M e t r o p o It t a n - V i c k e r>
Electrical Co, Ltd., which

then o w con ii e c t s

150,000-volt Dutch grid
system to the 220,000-volt
Ruhr network. The upprr
picture on this page shows
the core and windings for
this transformer.
At various points on the

British Grid, main
distribution stations are A 75,000-kVA transformer installed at a British main distribution stationbuilt to house step-down for stepping down from the 132-kV National Grid system, to 33,000 volts"
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Air News
By John W. R, Taylor

take-off or m combat, while allowing the pilot to stop

one engine in flight to improve cruising range.

Other features of the two new British anti-submarine

bombers are their large bomb bays and retractable

radar scanners, which are seen to advantage in the

photograph below of the Y*A.5. This aircraft has a

of 44 ft, 2 in, and is 42 ft, 5 in, long.

Another B.E.A. "First ip

British European Airways showed once a^ain their

spirit of enterprise and progress on 29th July last,

when they introduced the prototype Vickers "Viscount"
on their normal return passenger services to Paris from
Nortbolt, the first time a

jet aircraft had ever been
used In airline service.

The outward Jjonrney took
57 min. compared with a
normal scheduled time of

77 minutes.
Piloted by Capt, Ki<

Rymer, the *' Viscount"
carried among its 28
passengers a party of

V.U\st including Sir Frank
Whittle, British jet pioneer;

Mr. George Edwards,
designer of the "Viscount*

1

;

Mr. Peter Maseficld,
B.E.A.'s Chief Executive;
and Sir Alec Coryton, then
Controller of Supplies (Air)

at the Ministry of Supply,

wing span
Cones s >nding
54 ft. 4 in.

dimensions
43 ft.

for the Fairey 14
17

It are

"Hermes 1
' in Service

BO*AX. plan to introduce their

Handley Page "Hermes" four-motor
new fleet

air liners

of

on

Anti-Submarine News

The
shown

Blackburn WA.5,
here, has been

»

April 1950
1CAir
hy a

News' Tins
Rolls-Royce

designed U* the same
Naval spei ification as the

Fairey "I7
f

" which was
illustrated in the
particular prototype is powered
"Griffon'

11 piston
the Y.B.I,
Mamba" propjet
counterpart.
The "Double Mamba" is one of the most important

The Blackburn Y.A.5 Naval anti-submarine aircraft Photograph by courtesy of

Blackburn and General Aircraft Ltd.

South Africa during
each

on engine, but a later version, designated

has an Aruistrong-Slddel* y " Double
power plant, like its Fairey

v i a

their "Springbok" service to

this month, operating three times weekly in

direction between London and Johannesburg,

Tripoli, Kano, Leopoldville and Livingstone (Victoria

Falls). "Hermes" mroraft have already replaced the

•Soleat*' flying boats on BXj A.C/s service between

London and Nairobi and "York" services to Kauo,

aero engine developments of recent years. It consists

of two ordinary "Mambas-" mounted side

single set of co-axial, contra-
basic;i 1 1 y
by side, driving a

rotating propellers, and thus combines the aerodynamic

advantages of a single installation with the per-

formance and safety characteristic of twin engines.

ln the case of the new anti-submarine bombers, it

provide fall twt»*engiiie power for Girder -i< <k

with
Lagos and Accra*
The iii-w service will be run in partnership

South African Airways, who are also operating three

times wrrklv in each direction, via Nairobi, Khartoum
and Rome. usiniE Lockheed "Constellations."

"Skyshark tt

et

Douglas
aircraft

XA2D "Skvsbarkt
" the U.S. Navy's latest carrier-based

Photograph hy courtesy of Douglas Aircratt Co. Inc., U.S.A.

Ihe vicious-look iug aircraft shown at the hot lorn

of this page is the single-seat Douglas
XA2D "Skyshark," the latest addition

to the U.S. Navy^ carrier -based strike

power. It has been developed from the

welt-known "Skyroider," and is fitted

with the new Allison T-40 coupled
power plant, which works on

the same principle as the British

"Double Mamba*' but develops much
more power. New-type Aeroproduets
contra propellers enable the "Skyshark"
to operate efficiently at speeds com-
parable with those achieved by many
operational jet fighters.

Douglas claim thai the "Skyshark

V

ability to cruise on one half of its

power plant enables it to carry
m
a

payload than any known jet

bomber or fighter for the same ex-

penditure of fuel—an important asset.

At the other extreme, its high speed

when operating at tu!t power allows it

to take off from carrier deck or short

landing fields in combat areas, and to

operate without jet fighter escort. Its

offensive load of rockets, bombs or

torpedoes is carried externally under
its wings*
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Looking down on the Republic XF-31
interceptor fighter. Photograph by

Republic Aviation Corp,, vS

high-attitude
courtesy of
A,

Republic's Latest

The new Republic XF-91, illustrated above, is

a successor to the famed "Thunderbolt" and
*nhunderjetM fighters. The most noticeable of its

several advanced features is the inverse taper of
its wings, which means that they are wider at 1 1 1

«

wing tips than at the root end. The XF-91 is the
first aircraft ever to utilise inverse taper, which is

claimed to improve the handling characteristics of
sweptwing machines- Us tricycle undercarriage is

also unorthodox, as each of the main units has two
wheels in tandem, to reduce the thickness of each
unit for retraction into the razor-thin wings.
The XF-91 is powered by a single 5,000 lb, thrust

General Electric J 47 jet engine, but its tail end is

extended above and below the jet tail-pipe to
accommodate also a pair of
rocket-motors, which will be
used to accelerate take-off and
climb and to give it additional
speed at extreme altitude*.

Apart from its span of about
30 ft and length of "over 45 ft-,*

1

no further details of the XF-91
may be given yet. Its possi-

bilities as a rapid*climbing,
target-defence interceptor* how-
ever, are quite apparent.

Improved Link Trainer

Most readers will be familiar
with the standard Link Trainer,

a stumpy, aircraft-shaped con-
traption centred around

fully -equipped cockpit, in
be

been developed to teach jet pilots everything from
handling their aircraft and engine to radio navigation.
By means of a special control panel, the instructor
can simulate icing conditions, reduce his pupil's
visibility to a few yards, make him f

*fiy" through
bumpy air and variable winds, confront him with an
engine failure or a wide variety of other circumstances.
It is higg«T than the old Link, with a weight of some
32 cwt. f but its wider variety of party tricks should
make it ex
nervy pupils!

popular, except perhaps with

** .

Flying Taxi*' Trips to Paris

Mr. L. V Lghtman, a London
started running week-end
London to Paris with tin*

taxi-driver, has
taxi" trios from"flying taxi" trips

•Operation of Silver City
Airways,

His cabs drive from Marble Arch to Lyrupne every
Friday, and are there loaded aboard Bristol u Freighter
car^ferry aircraft and flown across the Channel to
Le TouqueL After passing through Customs, they
set out on the 1 40-mile run to Paris, arriving late

the evening Hotel accommodation in the Frenchin me even mi;
capita) is arranged in advance, and taxi and driver
are at the passengers 1

disposal until they return to

London ou the Monday*

A British Airship

built for

at

The first airship built in this country tor many
years is being completed by a recently formed Airship
Club, with headquarters at Hum Airport, The *shipV
envtU'pe was fitted out by the k.l IX Company
it Godaiming and has already been air-tested

K.A 1\ Cardington.
TIk President of the Airship Club is Major-General

Sir John Capper, KX.B., K.CV,0,
f
who commanded

the Ha I loon Section and School of the Royal Engineers
from 1 90H to 1910, and who piloted ail the Army's
early airships. New members are welcome, and
anybody in ft rested can obtain full details of the
Club from Mr* A. C. Leith, I, Lystra Road, Moor-
down, Bournemouth,

Air-Minded Australia

Australia's Acting Minister for Civil Aviation, the
Rt> Hon. R, t>. Casey, has given statistics proving
that his country leads the world in the amount of

flying done per lirad of population. Furthermore,
in the total number of passen^r^kilometres flown
Australia is second only to America, and the total

annual distance flown by her air liners Is exceeded
only in the United State's and Britain. They carried

1,470,81*1 dom^stfei pa>s< m - r* during I949 f
despite

the fact that the total population of Australia is

only 8,000,000.

a
which a pupil pilot can
completely enclosed for Hying
and navigation instruction, and
which will bank, "climb*

1 and
"divcM in response to his control
movements.

new and improved type
Trainer now going into

A
Lie ilc

service with the
rums

A.F, has
D,H. 113 "Vampire" night fighter, (See special article on page 456v

Photograph by courtesy of de Havilland Enterprise.
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Pelorus Jack
OR many generations before the coming
of the white man. the Maoris of New Convers that inheren t

Zealand claimed to have known of a
certain fish which had inhabited Cook genus that is reputed to sa}f

:

f #

Strait, ami Safely guided their war
canoes through those narrow waters
between the North and South Islands of
New Zealand-
Whether this was true or not, such a

fish was certainly well known to Europeans

a source of income to liners and photo-

graphers,

instinct of the so-called sportsman of

It's a fine

go out and shoot something,"
time became so pronounced thai

the life ai this poor harmless Mend of

tramp and liner alike was undoubtedly
in peril. But V

let's

at one

in in

elorus Jack found a friend

the Rev. D. C. Bates, who
the
was ayears

definite centre

1870, and for nearly fifty on becoming an official of the Tourist

Department in 1904VLTV
of

attraction. Many
made the

thetrip through
Strait for the express
purpose of seeing this

strange, friendly fish,

hi official circles he
was classified as a

dolphin, and y^t,

unlike those of his

species, he was never
seen in the company
of other dolphins. He-

was described by the
authorities of his
time as being about
14 ft. long, of a
bluish - white colour
tinged with purpie
and yellow, and
having flippers dark
in hue and mottled in

'. His ha nut was
1 'elorus Sound,
the

on
South Island

coast of Cook Strait,

and from this he was
given the name of

Pelorus Jack,

at
the

once proposed to

New Zealand
Government that the

killing or capture of

this fish should be
Acco rd -prohibited,

ingly, under a general

Act of Parliament,
the Cabinet of New
Zealand made an
Order in Council
imposing a fine, with

a maximum of £100,
upon anyone guilty

of trying to interfere

with this denizen of

the deep
The o rd e r,

tended in 1911, was
evidently respected,

for Pelorus Jack
continued to be a
source of considerable
interest to all those
hound through the
Strait, and he no
doubt revelled in the

Pelorus Jack, the only
protected as an individual

By some extraordinary instinct, Pelorus

fish in the world ever
by a Government Order.

all good

company that

him such
gave

freedom
and protection,

come to an end.

would meet passenger steamers. In 1917 it was .noted that Pelorus Jack
whether by night or day, ant!, like a pilot, failed to g reet the many steamers and
accompany them for many miles on their pilot them through the tortuous channels,

journies between Wellington and Nelson, Whalers were accused of causing his death,

which they denied. In any case, the carcasebut strictly confining his

certain limits. For
beat" within

he never of a white grampus was washed ashore

entered French Pass, the narrow tide-

to the west of Pelorus
badly gashed, and authorities sent to

finvestigate were convinced it was that o

at its their old friend, Pelorus Jack, who had
met with an untimely death, killed probablyleaving it.

s \h p t passage
Sound, though he often waited
eastern end to pick up a

Then he would repeat his gambols until by the propeller of a twin-screw ship that

the vessel left him behind, or he had had caught him as he played about her

reach > d a sufficient distance from his

home waters
This article and the accompanying photo-

graph are reproduced by courtesy

His regular attendance must have proved Editor of "The P. D. Review,"
the
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Engineering Notes
The World's Largest Concrete Cooling Tower

The world 's

tower has been
concrete coolinglargest

built at Ellesmere Port,
on the lUanchester Ship Canal,
where it forms part of the new f
Stanlow Kefinerv of the Shell

promised many advantages. In their first

trial thev cast the rotor disc in four
sections. Two of these were then welded
to form each half of the rotor, and the
halves were bolted together to give the

rotor casting.

The finished rotor was rigidly inspected
in order to judge the value of the new

Petroleum Co. Ltd, In shape
it is like a uiant milk bottle.

It rises to a hei Of 341 ft.

6 in., only 24 ft. less than the
height of the cross of St.

Paul's Cathedral, and its base
is 272 ft. in diameter
narrows to a w idth 1

It

ft.

and widens again to 177 ft,

across at the top.

The total weight of the tower
is more than 20,000 tons, and
in it there are over 5<M) tons
of reinforcing steel. Through
it 5,000,000 gallons of water
will circulate every hour, all

of which will be used for

cooling purposes in the various
processes carried out in the
rclinery

chemicals is now
factored from petroleum.

As our illustration fIiows, huge spherical

tanks also are a striking

feature of the Stanlow

i where a wide range of

being man u-

entrrprise. These are

used for storing butane,

a that is obtainedgas
during the cracking or
distillation of petroleum
and is used in the

manufacture of certain

chem i cal prod u cts

.

Rotor Cast in Steel

The large rotors of

water-driven alternators

installed in hydro-
electric power stations

are normally built up,

hundred
in the

Spherical storage tanks for butane gas at the new Shell refinery at

Stanlow, Ellesmere Port. They are 35 ft. in diameter. Behind them
is the new concrete cooling lower, the largest in the world. Photograph

by courtesy of the Shell Petroleum Co. Ltd*

method employed in its construction,

and as a result of the
experience gained in

and examining
casting it was

decided that an even
more satisfactory result

could be obtained by
casting in two sections

and
together. The illustration

on this page shows the
two castings that were
then made, after they

us in manv
components

1

process When David
Brown-Jackson Ltd.,
Salford, were called ujton

to construct a 28-ton
rotor for service in a
New Zealand power

welding these

had baen machined and
made ready for the final

process, which consists

in welding them together
to form the rotor. When

station, they decided to

attempt to cast this

in steel, a process that

The two halves of the rotor of an electric
generator, machined and reaiy for assembly
by welding. Photograph by courtesy of

David Broun-Jackson Ltd., Salford.

completed this was 14 ft.

in. in diameter and
3 ft. 6i in. in width.
Radiographs showed
that it was sui^erior

to a normal built-up
1

structure, and indicated

the inherent strength of

the casting arising from
its uniformity.
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Colli
•

isions at
By Frank C Bowen

O most people it seems that there is so

much room in the sea, or even in the
the jud iff* remarking

>The steam vessel,

being more under command and manifestly

big rivers, that it is absurd for ships to having seen the other vessel, was to

collide with one another. Yet in spite of The advantages which belong to

this from anall the care of the officers, and all the steam-boats distinguish

regulations that have been made to avoid ordinary case of collision and the general

them, collisions are still one of the most rules of navigation could not justify a
standingfrequent causes of accident to shipping. vessel, having the power, m

The regulations for their prevention, upon its privilege if harm might follow."

agreed
most

every country, are Ever since then a ship under power has had

cover what seems to to give way to a ship under sail

A chaotic collectionbe every possible cause of accident. The
sea is such an uncertain factor however customs and legal

ions,

con-

it proves to cover them sol-dated in 1840 when Trinity House

and even the regulations demand that issued a set of regulations in default of

the shipmaster should do what he "thinks Government action. It took another six

best to avoid a collision at the last moment. years for the authorities to move and to

It is realised that a ship cannot grip the give these regulations statutory force^ by
water as a motor car grips the road,

" ~"
the Steam Navigation Act of 1846. That

When the earliest regulations were laid it down definitely that steamers

framed is unknown, but there are su should pass one another port to port side,

that they go back to very early leaving as much room as possible.

is unlikely that ships would The same admirable Act of Parliament

have sailed in convoy, as they generally made navigating lights compulsory for all

did as a precaution against pirates, with- steamers and arranged a uniform system;

out some measures
being taken to prevent

r into one
another's
The

way.
earliest rules

appear to have been
to lay down which
sailing ship should
give

met.
-

when two
But rules were

in

even
lightly

those days,
in the early part of

the 19th century it

was very difficult to

get them obeyed, while

if the case came
for judgment

up
the

This sailing ship,

and the pairling o( the stays

i he "Esmeralda,** lost her foremast by the shock of collision

The illustrations to this article are by the Nautical

witnesses on both sides

would perjure them-
selves unblushing!y ,

When steamers were
introduced it was obvious to every thinking until then they had been carried voluntarily

seaman that new regulations would be by many careful shipowners, but each one

Photo Agency,

necessary but the authorities took a followed the fashion

long time to make up their minds. Ad- his taste so that they were
appealed to

miralty judges were more businesslike and
laid down precedents. One of the earliest

cases occurred in 1828, when the

ship "BriUsh Union" and the steamer

most confuting to another
MjLj'-iestion to make them com

met with strong opposition from

a number of economical owners; where-
nShannon" collided off Beachy Head, The upon the Government spokesman suggested

Court im found for the former that lights should not be compu but
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were
side lights

red and green
white masthead
to be screened

to carry
but not the
side lights

them showing across the bow
and causing con on, and

contained a number of minor
regulations to make the rules more effective.

It was high time that measures were
involvingtaken, for the 57 collisions

wreck or casualty in 1852. and 73 in 1853,

had grown to 301 in 1858 and 349 in 1859.

The ons laid down under the Act
of 1862 were soon found to be faulty on
many minor points and were amen

later, but they were a great
improvement on anything that had
preceded them and were adopted by a
number of other countries. Perhaps their

biggest virtue was that they appreciated
the fact that fog was the greatest danger
and demanded that all steamers should
have a whistle and sailing ships a fog-horn
worked by hand, the latter being usually

quite inadequate. Both were to ring a bell

at intervals while at anchor, but the
regulations were very sketchy as to how
sound signals should be

It was not
system of indicating the course
steered by the steam whistle was adopted.

later that the

The bow of the American liner

her collision with H.M.S.
"SL Paul" torn by
"Gladiator."

m
fit

short

the individual master thought
years later compulsorily. One
still means that the ship is

steering a course to starboard, two that
she is steering to port, and three that her

an.- used by night or day, in thick weather
that when a collision occurred between a engines are going full speed astern

ship carrying lights and one which did not.

the latter should be automatically to or clear, and have had an immense influence
in reducing the number of collisions. In
addition to this code, which applies to

there are local

blame and liable for the dam:
matter what

age
circumstances

no

might be That killed the o the ships of all

once, and within a year all steamers were signals in different areas,

following the fashion,
which had been
voluntarily started by the

of carrying
e

Cunard
a green light on th
starboard side, a red light

on the port, and a white
light at the masthead.

In 1851 another Act
ordered sailing ships to

show a bright white light

in the best position to be
seen between sunset
sunrise, but it was not
until the Act of 1

transferred

o i

the
the
Ad-

which
power
regulations from
miralty to the Board of The tanker "Paulsboro" making Gibraltar with a rent in her side. All men

Trade, that sailing vessels not needcd on board are In thc H*-**** alongside,

»
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While this progress was being made in

framing regulations to prevent
confusion. In 1880, for instance, FLM
five-masted ironclad

i •Minotaur"

occurring, the naval architects and ship- steaming slowly down channel at

was
night

builders were making great

the damage that might
when they did occur. Watertight

r-i

m when the German barque
done mistook her for two sailing ships and tried

bulk- to pass between them, hitting the warship

heads now divide every ship into a number on her five-inch iron armour belt and

of compartments
duced in steamers, one

were first intra- coming off second

and one So the regulations improved as more

abaft the machinery only, to limit the experience was gained and the code
framed in 1910 is still in force

in all its essentials. There
were then still a considerable

number of sailing ships alloat,

and existing rules for their

protection -were embodied in

the new code.

Although collisions occur in

all sorts of conditions, some
of would appear to

make them impossible, the

i*

An inter-aclion collision in the River Avon in spite of Ihe tugs* efforts

to keep the ships apart.

three worst are fog, meeting in

narrow channels, and naviga-

tion under war-time conditions.

In fog the regulation- lay

down that ships must be
navigated at "moderate speed,

but it is impossible to define

that term exactly. What is a

moderate speed for a tramp
would not give a fast liner

steering way and she would
be absolutely unmanageable,
to the of all other

spread of a fire; but when iron ships came ships. A ship hearing a fog-horn ahead

into fashion the bulkheads could divide is bound to take her way off immediately

them really effectively and many owners • and to lie stationary until conditions are

had voluntarily adopted a stout bulkhead, ascertained; but at sea in fog it is often

difficult or impossible to discoveras watertight as the sides of the ship, a

short distance from the bow. That came to

be called the collision bulkhead,

purpose

its

very
whether a ship is absolutely stationary

or still moving ahead very slowly, although

ng to avoid flooding more it may make a big difference in the

than a short proportion of the ship's Admiralty Court. The fog-horn has to be

length right forward where it would not

cause her to sink. The
sounded at intervals, the

i of the blasts conveying
the course signals; but

information like

the manner innow officially laid down, varying with

the type and size of the ship, to minimise which fog makes it very difficult to judge

the chance
for such a

bow being telescoped what direction the sound is coming

that it carries the adds greatly to the danger and strain.

collision bulkhead away and lets the water Radar can be a great help, but, as an

into the forward hold. Other bulkheads American wreck commissioner put it:

"It

poor
occurred

is a very
crutch.' Many collisions

through too much
put in the Radar and the officer neglecting

to take frequent careful bearings of the

now have to be fitted for the entire length

of the ship.

In the general regulations a further

big step forward was taken in 1S*S9 when
an international conference was held at

Washington on the Rule of the Road at object shown on the screen; the

with the idea of deciding which
country had the best regulations and
making them universal. The conference

also dealt with other aspects, and especially

walking stick but a
have
being

that there is some vessel

sufficient to avoid a collision

w
with regulations which might cause

The danger of ships hitting one another

they meet in narrow channels is

(Continued on page 47S)obvious.
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TO
Here we review books of interest and of use to renders of the "A/A/," With certain exceptions,

which will be indicated, these should he ordered through a bookseller.

"WEST HIGHLAND STEAMERS * »

C. L. D. Duckworth and D. E. Lancmtir
(Tilling. 15/-)

The first edition of this excellent book was reviewed

in Hie "M.M.* 9
for October 1935, and the appearand

additions is vervof a second edition with substanti

gratifying, both to lovers of the West Highlands

to coastal steamer enthusiasts What has happened
during the past 15 years is well described, and
information that has come to light in the interval

is included throughout the book. In addition the

authors now trace the ancestry of the MacBrayne
fleet from its beginnings instead of starling their

story in 1851.
hi one interesting respect no change is made.

This is the distinction accorded to the ^Gotumha" of

appearing in colour as the front tspiece. This won-
derful veteran entered service in 1878, and wide

herself to thousands of regular travellers and holiday-

makers, who protested so strongly when in 1929

she was painted grey instead of the accustomed
black that the colour always associated with her had

to be restored.

A surprising number of notable vessels have been

engaged ' on the West Highlands service, and the

authors tell the stories of all of these right down to

the newest member of the fleet, uu-nained and indued

not yet in service at the time when the book wis

written. The intricacies of the companies
various times have run boats in the West Highlands

are carefully traced; and the book is undoubtedly

a mine of authentic information on a passenger and
cargo service that has been of outstanding interest

ever since 1819, when the "Comet" Henry Bell's

famous pioneer Steamship, started a service to Fort

William via Cffnan after an extensive overhaul.

Unfortunately this, the first West Highlands steamer,

was wrecked in December of the following yean
The book is well provided with reproductions of

photographs of famous vessels of the West Highlands

that at

service. &nd comprehensive lists, with a

index, complete a very fine volume.

THE WORLD'S AIRWAYS AND HOW THEY
WORK"

(Odhatns Press Ltd. 8/6 net)

Here
tnld in

of wide

is

12

and why'* of airline operation
a u t horan

lit it

the "how
fascinating chapters, each by

experience in his particular branch of

subject, and preceded bv a foreword by Sir William P.

Hihlred, C.B„ O.B.E.J M.A-, Director General of the

International Air Transport Association.

For readers who are new to aviation

how an aeroplane flies,

and working of the

is a
and

chief
chapter explaining
describing the purpose
instruments upon which the pilot relies for informa-

tion essential to safe living. Having grasped thrse

fundamentals, the reader can turn to the main

purpose of the book, arid learn how great airlines

planned and organised; of the design and pro-

duction of the big transport aircraft employed nn

them; and of the tasks and equipment of the aircrews

who fly these machines. Other chapters deal with

the work of the maintenance engineer! air traffic

control aircraft landing systems and the work of the

meteorologists, whose forecasts are of such vital

importance to airline operation. The test flying of

new types of aircraft and the development of jet

propulsion are also dealt with, and finally there is a

chapter on aircraft of the future.

An outstanding feature of ihe book is the wealth of

explanatory illustration. There are nearly 300 photo-

graphs of airline features and many drawings.

'NEW LIGHT ON IHE LOCOMOTIVE EXCHANGES"
By Cecil J Allen, MTnstX

(Ian Allan Ltd. 3/6)

As the title indicates, the book is complementary
to the same writer's "Locomi'ttv* Exchanges," which
was reviewed in the August 1 949 "Jlf.Ai," It is in

fact a detailed analysis of the voluminous official

report of the Railway Executive, but is written in

the readable and informative manner that "CJ-A/*
has made his own.

In ihe earlier book the times and speeds as noted
by the author from the trains concerned funned the

main records. Now the reader is taken behind the

•ties, as it were, for details afforded by the official

dynamometer car records are included. The author
first considers the official report, and then turns to

the special Western Region tests, which were made
iftei the exchanges proper in order to ^btcnn results

With Swindon engines burning Welsh coal, the fuel

tor which they were designed, instead of the hard
Yorkshire used throughout the exchanges.
The freight engine tests have a chapter to them-

selves, as the only records available, those of the

dynamometer car, could not be included tu the

earlier publication. Dimensions of the engines involved

and details of their coal and water consumption are

followed by a discussion of the methods of handling
express, mixed traffic and freight locomotives, and

there are fascinating comparisons, with some
Sections on maximum horse-power output

and adhesion

** vers* but a cloth-
can be
A.D.C.
Road.

here
surprises.

no the vexed question of

bring us to the conclusion.

The edition at 3/6 is in paper
bound version is available at 5/-, Copies
obtained from booksellers, or direct from
Books Mail Order Department, 33. Knollys
Sm-atham, London S.W.I0, postage 4d. extra.

#•EVERYDAY ISLAND"
By M. E, Allan (Museum Press, 6/- net)

YounpT prl readers of the §iM rM" will enjoy

this book, a story of a summer on a small island in

ihe Outer Hebrides on which there are two groups
of children, one of them enjoying a holiday, Mis*

Understandin£3 develop because of the intrusion of

another girl* who remains a mystery until nearly

the end of the story, by which time the rivalry between
the two fir ups has tic-en ended. The climax comes
with a desperate row across a tempestuous rock
strewn sea to Alv maig (the real name of Everyday
Island] to bring help for the mystery girl, who has
con inn ted pneumonia after exposure to a jjale.

There is a coloured frontispiece,

BRITISH RAILWAYS LOCOMOTIVE REFERENCEif

(60001- 90774 >

* i

i The British Locomotive Society, 8/-)

This is a companion volume to the L.M, Region
Locomotive Reference. Book reviewed in the "Af.M"
in August last. It presents a classified list of British

Railways locomotive stock between Nos. 60001 and
90774, and so covers steam locomotives of the former
L.NJLR. and the 2-8-0 and 2-10-0 Ministry of

"Austerity" designs produced during the

with shed allocations and names wfhere

these have been given. In addition there are details

of former UN.fi. K, diesel t
electric and petrol-driven

locomotives. Room is left on each page for additional

uotes i
and a useful feature is a list of the locomotive

sheds of all Regions.
Copies of the book are obtainable from Mr. R. P.

Sykes, 42, Coombe Road
t
Handsworth, Birmingham 32,

Siipplv
war

the price including t t stage
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Th
\\

Whitewash Coac
By T. R. Robinson

HOSE who travel on the Western Region of British

Railways may have seen a special coach bearing
the words "Experiim-ntal Car" at the tail end of a

fast train*

This car is familiarly known to Western Region
stafl as the ''Whitewash Coach.*

1

It is equipped with
instruments and mechanisms that not only give a

detailed record of the track conditions on any route

over which the coach journeys, but also mark with

whitewash the location of any definite faults.

The original purpose of the coach was to test the

riding qualities of various types of bogies, but as

the tests progressed they revealed the existence of

various bad places 011 the permanent way, and it wa
decided that these should be marked by dropping
whitewash from the coach as it passed over the

defective sections. At first, this was done by hand,
a hand-operated flap-valve being opened by the
staff on the coach whenever a bad place was en-
countered, but now an electro-mechanical system that

is both ingenious and highly efficient is used.

The principle used is to cause the movement of

a bogie of the coach to generate an induced electric

current as it passes over a fault on the track, and to

employ this current to trip a series of relays, the last

of which closes the circuit operating the valve that

the whitewash. Two coils, mounted one within

the other, are used for generating the induced current.

The outer, or primary, coi! is attached to the holster

of the underframe, and kept continuously energised

by the 24 v. current supplied by the coach lighting

, The inner, or secondary, coil can move
by means of a rod

of the

The Western Region coach shown at the head of the

page marks defective places in the track with white-

wash. Our lower illustration shows the mechanism
by which this is done. Photographs by courtesy of

British Railways,

batteries.

within the primary, and is linked
rovided with universal joints, to the frame

While no movement of the bogie takes place this

secondary coil does not carry any current, but when
one of the track defects causes the inner coil to

move, the action is rather like that of a tiny dynamo,
and a small current is generated in the secondary
coil* It is this current that passes to the relays, the

last of which operates the whitewash dropping
mechanism, which is open for at least one second,

ut a quart of whitewash is released each time

the valve is opened. The wash used is made by mixing
zinc wh Li and bentonite with water.

The final outlet of the whitewash on to the track

consists of a four-inch pipe, which clears the track

level by about eight inches, and is cut away on the

trailing" side to prevent the rush of air from hindering
the flow of whitewash at high speeds* A horn is

sounded to give an audible warning to the staff every
time the track is marked.
A Hallade recorder also is fitted in the experimental

coach for giving a graphic record of the track con-

ditions* This is separate from the track ma
apparatus, but a special pent connected to the white-

wash valve, marks a small hump in a line on the

chart whenever track marking takes place.
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rom Our Readers
This pane Is reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding 500 words in length

are invited on any subject of which the writer has special knowledge or txpertenet* These should be

?/i neatly an one side of the paper only* and should be accompanied if possible by original photo-

graphs for use as illustrations. Articles published will be paid for. Statements in articles submitted

are accepted as being sent in good faiih, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

u

THE DARTMOUTH BRIDGE
For many years there has been talk of building a

bridge for vehicular traffic over the lovely River Dart
at some point near Dartmouth, but
still the blue waters of the Dart flow

Linbridged for approximately 12 miles

from Totnes to Dartmouth, where it

enters the English Channel. To over-

come this lack of a road bridge, the

road on the Kingswear side of the

river is linked by a •'floating bridge'
1

to a similar road on the Dartmouth
side.

The "floating bridge/ 1 a picture of

which is reproduced on this page, is

a steam-driven paddle float. It is

fitted at each end with a movable
ramp, which can be lowered to meet
the concrete ramps that run from
the main roads to the water's edge,

thus providing easy movement on to

and off the floating bridge.

The Dart is at times fast flowing,

and to keep the bridge on its coupe
it is secured to two wire cables, which

the fields of the Wirr.il Peninsula from this fine

vantage point, I noticed near by a stone wall with
curious small holes in it. Closer examination revealed
that part of the wall was actually made up of

drop to the river bed as the cro

is made; This dropping of the cable

is necessary because of the amount of

shipping moving on the River,

It is not unusual to see motor
s OHconches, cars,

and pedestrians all making the crossing

at the same time. There are very
lovely views both up and down the River, and it is

verv 'interesting to note the reactions of strangers

to the distrn t> when they drive on to the bridge in

motor coaches, and sit quietly listening to the clanking

of the paddles and feel the gentle rise and fall of the

bridge, J. Hobbs (Dartmouth),

WALL OF STONE RAILWAY SLEEPERS

The other day, when stopping at the top of

Wishing Gate Hill, Storeton, to admire the view of

The floating bridge between Dartmouth and Kingswear, on the Dart,

Photograph by J. Hobbs, Dartmouth,

old-time stone railway sleepers, which probably came
from the so-called "Storeton Tramway," constructed

in 1837.
This old railway track has now disappeared, except

for a small section preserved close to Lower Bebington
Church, As I explained In a contribution in the
UM,M* % of February 1949, it was particularly

interesting owing to the fact that the fish-bellied

rails used were originally from the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway, and over them the "Rocket"

once ran,
Cykil R. Rovvson (Liverpool).

theStone sleepers that probably were used on toe lormer

Tramway, Photograph by C. R. Rowson, Liverpool.
toreton

AN EARLY WIND^DRIVEN DYNAMO
I read the article "Electricity from the

Wind" in the "MM" for March last

with great interest, as aver 40 years ago
I saw a windmill in Harleston, Norfolk,
that was used for this purpose. My uncle
built the mill. It was on the lines of a
Norfolk grinding mill, a four-sail type
with vanes to open and shut. The shaft

was connected to a crown wheel and
pinion, and the drive taken thence to
pulley wheels, and finally by a belt to a
dynamo. Strong winds produced a good
output of current at 50 v\, which was
stored in batteries, and these s

three private dwelJinghouses. This was
the very first electricity supply in our
small town of Harleston,
The plant operated from 1907 to 1912

and was considered a great achievement.
A sale that wrecked the whole upper
struct urns brought disaster to the venture,
and in place of sails an oil engine was
installed to drive the dynamo.

L. Feaviour (Ealing).
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Th ma State in World
By Harold J. Shepstone, F.R.G.S.

AsCATTERED about Europe there are intervene in any way in its affairs.

a number of very small slates enjoying compensation for the losses inflicted upon
more or less complete independence. the church in 1870 the Vatican received

about /1 8,000,000 in cash and ItalianIn the South of France re is Monaco
with its famous casino at Monte Carlo. Government Bonds. This is really a com
It is about 3 miles long and
broad

,

Carlo
population

are three cities, Monte
best known. It has a

paratively small payment as an indemnity
for the losses the church sustained.

Since Vatican City was, created many
over 10,000, but is new buildings have been added and a

visited every year by some 50 000 tourists. special form of government to meet the
In Spain we have Andorra, with an area peculiar needs of the state evolved. It

of 175 square miles
m

and a total popu-
lation of 5,500. But
the smallest sovereign
state in Europe, and
indeed in the world.

is Vatican City in

e.Rom
As this is Holy

Year there is special

interest in Vatican
City. Pilgrims from
all over the world
are
Peter's

t < i St.

take part

in the various
ceremonies. The
lower crypt of the
great church is being
thrown open so that
pilgrims may see the

actual tomb where
St. Peter was buried.

Until now the crypt
was inaccessible to

pul 'lie.

Vatican City is but
o

in Yxtent,1 acres

has its own police

force as well as an
army, railway
station, powerful
radio plant, a law
court, jail, post
office, newspaper
plant, motor garages,

shops and various
industries. It issues

its own stamps and
has its own coinage.

Although Vatican
City lies within the
city of Rome it is

entirelv surrounded
by a wall except at
the entrance to St.

Peter's Square. The
Basilica of St. Peter,

the largest church
*

in

1 1 1anno larger man a
generous ) 8-hole golf

course. You could

The Pope** private garden
the dome of St. Peter's

In Vatican City, with
in the background.

walk the whole length of it in eight minutes,
but it would take a lifetime to inspect

all its treasures. It was created a couple
From 1870, the year of

Gate, a little way
Peter's Square. Here the
a

the world, capable of

seating 4 0,

worshippers and the

Papal Palace, with
its 10.000 rooms, are

included within
area of the State
The main entrance to

this unique sovereign-

ty is by Santa Anna's
to the north of St.

of ago

visitor is given
permit and receives a kindly

welcome from one of the Swiss Guards.
the unification of Italy, to May 1929, No passports are required and there are
the Pope was only a guest in his own no or immigration officers to

household and a voluntary prisoner who satisfy.

never left the Vatican. The latter was the You quickly discover that the environ-
property of the Italian Government, ment is unusual. The atmosphere is

which merely granted the use of it. distinctly ecclesiastical and medieval, yet
Lateran Treaty all this was tinged with a touch of modernity. There
The Pope was given absolute is a jail, containing as I write a solitary

power and sovereign jurisdiction over the occupant, an erstwhile Vatican Library
newly-created state of Vatican City, and book-keeper charged with embezzlement.
now the Italian Government cannot Since the jail was built some score
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of persons have been brought to trial presented to him when the telephone
service was first installed. In the telephoneunder the Pontifical I'enat Code, The

police force numbers 100 men, all Italians. book the Holy Father's number is listed

whose principal duty is the policing of the as "One O One." The State possesses one
of the most powerful broad-
casting stations in the world.

Over it the e "has made
many broadcasts on church,

social and international

Near the "frontier/' reached
a double track, is the

railwav station. It was built

>v American engineers. Their
n ost trying job was tearing

down the ancient wall, which
is fourteen feet thick. Huge
bronze gates close this aper-
ture, through which the tracks

and th°y are opened
only upon the infrequent
arrival of trains. The railway

principally by State

pass

is

on formal visits.

Vatican City has a radio station from which the Pope htmsclf broadcasts. The usual method of transport

Vatican The Swiss Guards,
the personal bodyguard of the IVipe,

number 110 men and 10 officers - They
hail bom Switzerland and speak ("•eniian.

to and from Rome is by motor
car. There are garages within the
and the Pope's car bears the licence plate

"Vatican City 1."

While one encounters cars within the

Their uniform is a
of red, yellow and blue

strikin combination

Vatican City has two
eta A postalicae Seats'

vatore Romano.'*

the
«»

newspapers
and the 'Osser-

s of the city there are no lights,

not even on "Main Street," as Via Delle

Fondements is called. It traverses the
rear end of the Basilica and is about a

The first named is the mile in length. Yet a Vatican inhabitant
official news organ of the Pope, publishing can procure all he needs from the central

bulls, encyclicals and other papal announce grocery and provision store I is

ments. It has a circulation of about also a pharmacy and a welfare centre where
10,000 copies and is published weekly, free milk is distribute:! to the babies of

most of
r

its text printed in Latin. the poor. There are no hotels within the
'Osservatfite Romano" is the city State if we except the Governor's Palace,The

newspaper and is printed

It gives ordinary international

news as well as the proceedings

in Italian. where there are (Continued on page 478}

It

enjoys a

is

cir-

culation of some SO.bni) copies.

There is a commercial atmos-
phere about the post office,

wi its stamp cancelling•-

machines and modern
for the sale of sta mps. Vatican

stamps are much in demand as

souvenirs. offic<

also serves as a telegraph and
telephone office, wi th

asdistance as well

telephone service. The Pope
himself a solid

telephone embossed with the

Papal arms and
four Evang

images of the

It was Nuns repairing a priceless Gobelin in the Vatican City tapestry shop.
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irty Years rise
By John W. R. Taylor

INI) the fine modern office buildings

belonging to the de 1 lavilland Aircraft

Company, at Hatfield in Hertfordshire, first night of both
stands a small wooden hut, dwarfed by designer very nearly proved to be the

the giant hangars

powered by a 45 h.p. de Havilland engine
was ready for a test. Unfortunately, the

aircraft and its

workshops which last, for after climbing steeply for some
surround it, and yet possessing a kind of 35 yards the aircraft suddenly crumpled
quiet dignity that prevents its seeming out up and crashed.

of place among acres of towering steel and Undaunted, de Havilland collected the

concrete. Perhaps this is not altogether wreckage and proceeded to build a stronger

surprising, for it was in this hut that and simpler machine around the same
"de Havillands" made their modest start

just 30 years ago.

It stood on Stag Lane aerodrome then,

off the Edgware

engine. This time his efforts were re-

and if you had
the first

warded, for the new aircraft was a success

from the moment it first left the ground
in the summer of 1 9 10, and "D.H." soon
taught himself to stay up in it for whole
minutes at a time and to make ar

Geoffrey de Havilland and his small staff

Near by, two larger sheds formed the

visited that aerodrome during
week of October 1920 you would have
seen a group of workmen getting the little nights, which was quite an achievement
hut ready for occupation by Capt. (now Sir} in those days.

Most of his money had gone by then,

but fortunately for the future of British

aviation the Army
Balloon Factory

Roval Aircraft

Factory ) at Farn -

borough wanted an
aeroplane. As de
Havilland 's machine
seemed promising,

ey offered him
£400 for it, and a

job in their drawing
office and as a
Needless

The D.H.I, from which was developed the famous D.H.2 "pusher" fighter of 1916.
Photograph "Flight" Copyright.

"works," in which about .SO people were
soon busy on the new company's first

job—the completion of two half-built

D.H.I 8s for the Air Ministry

n
Factory,

i»

accepted,
next three years
designed some of the
finest aeroplanes ever
produced by the
much-maligned

including the F.E.I, F.E. 2,

B.E.I, and the famous B.E.2 in which he
the British altitude record in 1912.

Developments of the F.E.2 and B.E.2
In case it seems strange that the first served well m the first World War, but

aircraft built by the company were D.H, 18s before this started de Havilland had left
<7and not D.H, Is or s. it is as

well to explain that the de Havilland
the "nationalised" Royal Aircraft Factorv
to become chief designer to t lie Aircraft

story began 12 years earlier, in Manufacturing Company (Airco) in a
1908, when a young motor engineer named one-time bus garage at Hendon. It was at
j-*% i*+ «* -r * * * * t-i* . i»* a t.i^ #*,,** i J T~%, TT If 1

Geoitrey de Havilland asked his grand

-

tliis stage that the initi "D.H." began
father if he would help him with some to mean something in the aeronautical

cash to build a flying machine. The old world, for Airco's first product, the D.H.I
gentleman did so, despite the fact that two-seat "pusher" fighter, was followed

no Englishman had ever flown in a powered by the similar but smaller and m< >i" spritely

aeroplane up to that time, and after nearly I >.H.2, which did more than
two years' hard work the first de Havilland machine to save the Royal
aeroplane—a pusher "boxkite" biplane from the "Fokkcr Scourge" of

i

»
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But the machines which really made relics of important events in de Havilland
de Havilland *s name were the famous history.

D.H.4 and D.H.9 day bombers They
were

T
the

The beautifully-finished models range
_ i ji *4_j*i_ J _i* rf t_-_^i *

uitoes" of the 1914-18 from old "stick and string" biplanes to

War, faster than most fighters of their the little D. 11.108 tailless jet 'plane, first

day, and were responsible for much of the British aircraft to' exceed the speed of

sound. There is

the popular
D.H.34 of

Daimler Air Line,

fo u r-

the

a n d the
passenger
which won

D. 1 1.50

the

The D.H.4 was the finest day bomber of the first world war.

1924 King's Cup
Air Race and was
used by Sir Alan
Cobham for

epic return flights

from this country
to Rangoon,
Capetown, and
Australia. Here
too are models of

daylight bombing of German industry
towards the end of that war.

the little D.H.53 "Humming Bird
P*

powered by a Blackburne motor-cycle

At the time of the Armistice, Airco were engine, and of course the superb D.H.60
300 aeroplanes a month, "Moth" ofbuilding nearly

out of a total British monthly production
of 3,000, Furthermore, a third

entire Allied air s

which the

company's fortunes and started a new
of the phase of world aviation

ngth and 95 per cent
of the American production were machines private or club

of de Havilland design!

first aeroplane to bring

It was
thrills of

of the average
The post-war slump, following cancel- In 1926 a

flvine

person.

"Moth"

w ithin the resch

won the King's

lation of all military contracts, forced Cup Race, and two others mahe the

Airco out of the aviation business. But first light aeroplane flight from England to

Capt. de Havilland still believed in the India. Next year, the de Havilland Aircraft-
. of Australia was formed to buildfuture of civil flying, and with the help

of a few friends he formed the de Havilland "Moths" in that Dominion. Companies
Aircraft Company on 25th September 1920, in Canada, India, South Africa, Rhodesia
with a working capital of ^1,875. From and New Zealand followed, and in

that tiny nucleus has grown the world-wide the home Aircraft Division began it*

de Havilland Enterprise of to-day, and move to Hatfield. The Engine Division

with much the same men at its helm, for

de Havilland was
particularly happy
in his choice

remained at Stag Lane, where the

of
lieutenants" in those

early days.
To-day, in the little

wooden hut in which
the w hole thing
started, one can trace

the entire 30 years*

growth of the Enter-
prise, for it has been
made into a museum,
containing photo-
graphs and models of

all the leading D,H.
types, log books of

famous flights

scores of fascinating
The D.H.82 "Tiger Moth** trainer, first produced in 1931. Photograph by

courtesy of "The Aeroplane."
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D,H.98 "Mosquito/ 1 as famous in the second world war as the D.H.4 was a quarter of a century earlier
*

airfield rapidly disappeared below housing similar D.H.90 "Dragonfly,
estates. sacrificed payload for slightly

The 1927 and 1928 King's Cup Races in speed and looks.
i * i% t _ j_t it j t^s. _ it *n l

1 which
improved

turn were won by Moths" and an era De Havilland* realised that, good as

of famous nights followed. In 1930 Amy these aircraft were, the days of the biplane

Johnson flew solo from Britain to Australia

in a "M-ith" in 19| days. In the following
were numbered. Unfortunately,
customer seemed

n><

year Jim Mollison flew a "Moth" from development costs

Australia to England in eight days, 21

hours.

to affurd the
new and advanced

monoplanes; but the brilliant

de Havilland victorv in the 1934 Mac-
cornme

Meanwhile the little "Gipsy"-powered Kobertson Air Race
T T ~1 A 1 f*l" 1 » il I » _„ I ^ ^_ »jrtt . _ -1 ^ ]

allD. 11.71 "Tiger Moth" monoplane racer, Melbourne changed
DH.88 "Cometpiloted by Hubert Broad, had raised the

World Speed Record for

seat
IJ

England to

Three two-
racing machines,

each powered by two "Gipsy Six" engines,

187 m.p.h.. and paved the way for the were specially built for the contest, and
light 'planes to

1XH.
i iTiger Moth" biplane of 1931, one of them, C. \V. A, Scott

more than 10,000 of which were built in and T. Campbell Black, won it, taking
the next 14 years. Thousands of pilots 71 hrs. to fly -way round the world
made their first solo in these little trainers, on only 400 h.p
including almost all those who fought
and won the Battle of Britain.

The
persuaded

Ministry were eventually

Other outstanding civil types followed. long-range
order two experimental
anes on the same ad-

First came the little D.H.90 "Puss Moth" vanced lines, which resulted in the beautiful

cabin monoplane, which carried three D.H.91 "Albatross" four-motor air liner.

people at 105 m.p.h. and did 20 miles to Five if
Albatrosses

n w or ered
the gallon. Then appeared the 5-seat Imperial Airwavs, and (Continued an t>age 478)

D.H.83 "Fox Moth," which
quickly became popular as a
"
bush transport" in Canada:

the D.H.85 "Leopard footh" in

which Capt, de Havilland won
the 1033 King's Cup Race;
the D.H.87 "Hornet Moth" of

1934, and the
ij

little 90 h.p,

Moth Minor" two-seater of
1937, which sold for £575.

In the bigger class the twin-
engined D.H.84 "Dragon" had
appeared in

scaled-up "Mo
as a sort of

able to carryt

up to 10 passengers It was
followed by the larger four-

engined D.H. designed
origin for Qan tas;

e>

the
D.H.89 "Dragon Rapide," still

unsurpassed as a feeder-line The D.H.100 "Vampire" Fighter, in service with 12 Air Forces. Pholo-

tran sport, and the somewhat graph by courtesy of de Havilland Enterprise
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Camera in
appeal, and at this time of the year, when
the trees are not too full of leaf, some

Octob
studies are obtain i hie. hi

Pon

er
s and Streams

By John J. Curtis, A.R.P.S.

QOMEWHERE in your nei

charming
selecting

artificial

made-up
prevent
Choose a section where all

can be avoided; if the water is very still

then pitch a stone into it just before

suitable spots do try to avoid
work on the banks; I mean

or stonework erected to
away,
lines

bank being washed
straight

O there is a pond
f
stream, canal or other making the exposure, the bigger the stone

water where it might be well worth your the more pronounced the ripples. If the
while to spend a few minutes, or even reflections from the opposite bank are
longer, with camera, for it is sur too definite I would suggest it is better
prising what a great help a little water to break them up with another stone. If

can be in the making of a picture. If you the Model Yacht Club is present, stand by
examine a collection

of landscapes you will

notice that in a large

proportion of them the
artists have included
a patch of water in

some form or another.
In the ordinary way

does not
itsel f as an

to

but i

a canal
suggest
attribute

making,
banked by trees and
one or two old
cottages, or its rou
natural banks are
brukm by needs, or
by a couple of anglers,

and. if luck favours
A canal-side collage. The photographs on this page are by the author.

you with one of those picturesque barges, with the camera ready for the start of a
race, but stoop down so as to be on thethen surely there is the possibility of one

or two good snaps. The canal be with the boats.
running through a busy section of a town A village

with factory chimneys pouring out smoke; only a muddy affair,

even so, the lighting may prove ideal for survey. What about

pond may at first sight be
make a closer

five-barred
a picture. gate leading into the garden of a white

A. stream or lake may have a greater washed cottage? If you moved to the other
side the muddy pond
might reflect those
objects, and a white

j^ive you quite a
finished pictu re The

Constable was
rather fond of
ponds.

In calculating ex-
posure times remember
to allow for reflection

fro m any w a t e r,

The village pond at Overy Staithcs, Norfolk.

especially if there is a
clear sky or any white
clouds about. Such con-
ditions tend to increase
the value of the light and
to reduce the exposure

e.
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progress made by the Permanent
Way Engineers as regards forma-
tion and layout of trucks, the
Strength and wear-resistju£ powers
of the steel rail, mechanised relay-

ing methods, and so on*

Eastern and North Eastern Regions

At a locomotive naming
ceremony at Doncaster on 13th
July last, Mr. H, G, Ivatt,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,
London Midland Region M unveiled
name plates on three modern "At*

1

4-6-2s, These were No. 60123,
named in memory of his father
who was from 1896 to 1911 th^

eminent Locomotive Engineer of

the Rail-

Nos.
Great Northern
A. Irati"; and
nned respectively

Sturrock" and "Pairick
Mr, Stnrrock was the

locomotive

An unusual locomotive combination; a Western Region 0-6-0 lank

displaying express train headlamps, piloting a 2-S-O on a passenger train*

Photograph by J. D. Milk, Wcstoo-Super-Mare.

Ra
•

way Notes
By R. A. H- Weight

Scottish Locomotive News

way,
60118-9,
"Archibald
Stirling: 9

first permanent locomotive en*
giueer of the G.N.K,, holding office

from 1850 to 1866, bein^ succeeded
by Patrick Stirling from 1S66 to

95. Mr. Stifling is remembered
chiefly for his famous "eight-footer"
and other "single-wheeled" en*
gines, while Mr. I van's most notable
contribution to G.N.R. locomotive
stock was probably the remarkable

large "Atlantic" design.
This commemorative occasion anticipated by only

a week or two the centenary of the opening of the
Great Northern Railway as a through route between
London and Doncaster, connecting to York, New-
castle and Scotland. This event was celebrated by
the running of an- excellently organised day excursion
from King's Cross to York and back, which traversed

before

it

*

Recently completed class "2" tight 2-6-0s from
Crewe Works have be< n allocated to former UN.K.R.
sheds as follows: Nos. 46460-2, 64A, St, Margaret's;

and Nos- 46463 4, 62B, Dundee. "A3" 4-6-2s
transferred to 64

D

f
Hayniarket, shed from Doncaftcr

or King's Cross recently were Nos, 60090 "Grand
Parade" 90090,, "Papyrus?

9 and 60097, "Humorist,"
these being "super- Pa* Hies" built as such, having
left-hand drive, which is preferred in Scotland- Three
right-hand drive engines, rebuilt from Grt\sley "Al
which had always been stationed in Scotland, have
moved south in - xeh,«i£i\ They are N^s. HuU65
"Knight of Thistle" and 60067 "toftes" to 34A,
King's Cross; and No, 68064 "Tagaik" to 36A.
Doncaster, Intermediately the latter locomotive
worked temporarily from Beaton depot, Newcastle

52B, Class "5" 4-6-0 L-M S. type mixed triinc

_ nes Nos, 4879, 5118 9, 45007 and 45011 have
been transferred to 63A, Perth. "fil" m-w Thompson
4-6~0s constructed at Darlington, tut in battel 61400-4,

are stationed at 61 A, Kittybrewster-
More instances have l> n reported of interchange

locomotive workings between various sections or

trains of the former L.M.S. and L.X.E.,R, and, as in

England, holiday traffic has been very heavy at times.

Railway Civil Engineering Exhibition

A most interesting exhibition, jointly presented by
the Institution of Civil Engineers and the Railway
Executive, was recently held In Loudon, It emphasised
the great importance of the civil engineering side of

railway work, not only in planning and original

construction, but in maintenance and repair under til

conditions of weather, Jurat ion or traffic, of tracks*

tunnels* bridges and building*.

There are over 60*000 underline or overline bridges

on British Railways* The longest is the Tay Bridge,

11,653 ft., and the Forth Bridge, also near the East
Coast of Scotland, has the longest spans, two, each
having a clear length of 1,650 ft Photographs and

were displayed illustrating the tremendous

the first trains in 1850,
known

the exact route used by
the complete line as now known was completed*
Between Peterborough and Retford the original route
was by way of Boston and Lincoln; between Don-
caster and York through Knottingley and Church
Kenton. On the return journey the special train used
the present-day main route through Selby and
Grantham, Rebuilt "A1/IM 4-6-2, No. 60113/ ''Great

Northern" made the complete 398-rmle trip, carrying
a sp» dal cunt *- nary headboard. Much interest was
displayed throughout the journeys.

Other names recently affixed to "AT 1 engines
Include Nos, 60117 "Bois Rousset"; 60121 "Silurian";
60122 "Cnrfeu"; 60126 "Sir Vincent Raven"; m\30
"Kestrel"; 60131 "Osprev"; 60137 " Redg*untlH"\
60139 "Sea Eagle"\ and 60140 "Balmoral."
New "Br* 4 6 Os. co in pieting the Darlington

construction of that series, are Nos. 61407-9, at 40Bt

Itmniughara. Lauly completed "LI" 2-6-4 Is num-
bered 67700-3 are working in the King's Cross-Hitchin
district, With others coming into service at Norwich,
32A, and elsewhere*
"A4 f| streamlined "Pacific" No. 60009, Union of

South Africa" ran the non-stop "Capitals Limited"
between King's £ros$ and Edinburgh continuously
for more than a month, being stationed at Hayniarket,
84B. The engines sharing in the running from the

Edinburgh end and afterwards during the season
60011 "Empire of India* and 60031v. ere Nos*

end to"Golden Plover" From the King's Cross ena up
the time of writing the two "A4

fl
locomotives nearly

always alU'-mating on that world record run were
either No. 60003 "Andram K* McKoshf

" or No. 60006
"Sir Ralph Wedgwood." Another engine of this class.

No. 60008 "DwigM #. Eisenhotver" stationed at

King's Cross, worked the Royal train from there to

Retford in July, later hauling the "Capitals"
"Green Arrow" 2-6-2s are generally ready for

anything, so it is not surprising that many of those
ftiV2" engines were seen on heavy expresses during
the holiday season in turn with the different classes

of 4-6-2. Built at Doncaster, class "4" 2-6-0s Nos,
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43050-1 were noted "running-in" during August; a

further batch is under construe lion, as are Xos. 43U70
upward at Darlington,

Although a number of gantry and single signals of

the G.N\K, "somersault" type have by now been
replaced by modern upper-quadrant types* in aptarts*
or by colouMight signals, there are still many of

that distinctive old pattern to be noted along the

main and oth«f lines of the I. astern.

Region.

"DunrobinV* Last Journey

Until the formation of British
Railways the Duke of Sutherland had
the right to run his own special train.

The third Duke built at his own
expense in IS70-I the I7± miles

line between Golspie and Helmsdale,
When in 1KS4 he sold the iim- to the

Kailwav the Duke retained

HE!4w Dempster Um
f
V and "West Country" No,

34104 "Bete Alston," the latter completing the series

built at Ea ilcigh. "Merchant Navy" No, 35019
"French £*fff£, GJG.T.™ last summer worked a Royal
train from Waterloo to Sherborne, Dorset, without
stop, over 118$ miles; this is an exceptional distance

on the Southern Region, which has no water troughs.

No. 35U05 "Canadian Pacific
19 was again fitted with

Highland
running powers
private saloon.
The engine was

after the Duke's
served

for his own engine and

named
e
i

"Dunrohin,
which

ii

lwo
was

miles
by

same
This

"Dttnrobin"
and

by a private station

north of Golspie. It was
a more powerful engine of the

name built in Glasgow in 1895.

was a 0-4-4T ami like the original

engine it was painted dark green with
black hands and yellow lining.

Soon after nationalisation the engine

and the two saloon cars, one eight-

wheeled and the other four-wheeled

y built for private traffic, were
sold. Arrangements were made for

the engine and the smaller saloon to

be exhibited by the Romney, Hythe
and Dymchurch Railway at New Romney.

its small saloon therefore headed south,

they must have made an interesting sight as they

pottered along the main line. South of Carlisle the

engine and its saloon were conveyed as part of an

L.M.R. freight train.

outhern Tidings

A notable feature of the recent summer weekend
locomotive rosters on the Eastern Division has been
the through round trip workings without reversal,

usually with one crew, for "King Arthur" or "Schools"

engines, from Victoria to Rainsgate, returning from
Deal via Folkestone to Charing Cross, or vice versa.

Locomotives and nun had a rest interval at Deal, the

journey between Rainsgate and Deal being made with

empty coaches, which could also come through.

Among names recent I v noted were "Merchant
Navy* 1 4-6-2s Nos. 35027 "Port Line" and 35030

"Dunrobin," formerly the private 0-4-4 tank engine of the Duke
of Sutherland, photographed at Beattock on the way south with

its special saloon. Photograph by Rp D. Henderson, Beattock.

mechanical stoker for further trials in July,
MT9fl superheated Drurnmond 4*4 -0s still perform

a considerable amount of passenger work; a good
many former L. nd S-W.R. 4-4-Os are stored, others

are gradually being withdrawn.
No further breaking up of old locomotives is taking

place at Horley, Surrey. The 69-year old Stroud ley
• *r\tt ^ * f**r* w^ #ioeo :

Several

0-4 TV No, 225$ in faded Southern Railway
green, was still working merrily from Horsham to

Guildford or Brighton at the time of writing,

"T>3" Q^-4-4Ts have received general overhauls and
new paint at Ashford; the veteran "Terrier" No.
:ij636 has to n equally well treated at linL-'hton and
returned to Newhaven.
Among the "Atlantics" noted on heavy boat trains

or through Midlands an] Brighton-West of England
ex pre No. 32426 "SL Albans Head •

which lately

livery at EastLeigh
and new B.R

recently was
received getusral repair

Added to the long list of different

locomotive types used on
Central Division over

another for
the

A London Midland down express

No. 46231 "Duchess of Atholl." Photograph by G
passing Bushcy. The engine is 4-6-2

* R, Mortimer, Manningtrce,

one sijrtion or
hauling through Midlands
Steam trains, which were
quite numerous on the

busiest davs of last summer,
were former L,B,S,C. 4-6-2T
No. 32325, new "class 4"

2-6-4T No. 42096, and
"Rl" old Chatham and
Dover 0-4-4 f, "Q" and
"QV 6-0; and MB4x"
4-4-0.

Several engines of the
last-named rebuilt type were
brought out of store for

summer duty, including the
haulage of trains borrowed
from the G*E. Section, E.R.,
to form specials on the

occasion of the K.A.F. Air
Pageant at Farn borough, on
which duty "H2M 4-4-2s

"K" class Brighton
2~6H3s also were seen.

i
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Using Meccano
Farm Tractor an

ars Outfit
lm ements

Rod 6, and from here the drive is taken

1 fitted with a potato reaper that can be by f* Sprockets and Chain to the 4* Rod
T M Fig. 1 we show a model farm

built from Outfit No. 4 in conjunction with
a Gears Outfit A, Construction of the

forming the rear axle

is formed by
The steering wheel

a 50-tooth Gear fixed to a

model is commenced with the bonnet Stepped Bent Strip, which is bolted to one
side of the bonnet and .

connected to the other

by a Double Bracket.

A Trunnion repre-
senting the driving
seat is attached to the

3Angle
Strip, A hook

Double
bya2|
for coupling imple-
ments to the tractor

is made by joining

two 2 A* Curved Strips

by a |* Bolt 7.

The front axle is

carried in

bolted to

Double Ant:le

w is

Fig, 1. A farm tractor and potato reaper designed for construction from Outfit

No. 4 and a Gears Outfit "A."

attached
one of the 5 l *

Strip,

tn

Strips

by an Anide Bracket.

The wheels are fixed

of the tractor, one side of which consists on a 4* Rod, and each consists of a 1*

of a 2J* x 2 4* Flexible Plate, and the other Pulley and a Wheel Disc held

of two of th Plates overlapped. The by Spring Clips.

Plates are bolted along their bottom The potato reaper shown in Fig. 1 is

edges to two 54* Strips 1, and are con- built by first bolting two Flat Trunnions

nected at the top edges by two 1 $* radius to a 24* x 1£" Flanged Plate, Then they

U-section Curved Plates. A Magic Motor are joined by a 2 £*x £* Double Angle Strip,

is bolted inside the bonnet with its winding to which two 54* Strips representing the

shaft opposite the space left in the side. coupling shafts are bolted. Two Road
The front is filled by two 2£* Strips

attached to the 5
J* Strips 1 by an

Angle Bracket and a Double
2, which is also used to secure the

Motor. The 2 are ex-

attached
rips

tended by 1 ishpiates and
the bonnet by an
Two 24* x 4* Double

Angle Strips are bolted to the other

end of Strips 1, and are connected

a 14"x 4* Double Angle Strip 3.

The brake lever is

by a H" Rod 4, and is attached

to the brake of the Motor by a Rod
and Strip Connector and two
Fishplates,

A Driving Band takes the drive

from the Motor to a 1* Pulley fixed

on a 2* Rod that also carries a
Pinion 5. The Pinion meshes with

a 57-tooth Gear Wheel on 2 Fig. 2. The underside of the tractor unit
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necessary is to obtain a
good photograph or make
a andsketch of it,

to send this to "October

General Model-Building
Contest, Meccano Ltd.

Binns Road, Liverpool 13."

A few notes covering any
specially interesting points

or any features of the

model not readily appar-
ent from the illustration

should be added, and the

competitor's age, name
address must

Fig. 3, A barrow for use with the tractor unit as an alternative to the potato written clearly nil

be
the

reaper.
back of each entry.

Wheels are fixed on a 34* Rod 8 and spaced
from the Flat Trunnions by two Washers.

A 1£* Contrate Wheel fixed on Rod 8

engages with a 4* Pinion 9. This Pinion

is fast onal* Rod mounted in the Flanged

The com will be divided into

two sections: A, for readers living in

the British Isles; B, for Overseas readers.

The prizes will be awarded for

the best models submitted in each section.
following

Plate, and it carries also the reaper, which First, Cheque for ,£3 3s. Od.; Second,

is made by bolting

Angle Strips to a Bush Wheel.
two 2£'xT Double Cheque for £2 2s. Od.; Third, Cheque

,£1 Is. Od.; In addition there will be five

Construction of the second implement, prizes consisting of Postal Orders for

10/6, and five awards of Postal Orders

The closing dates are: Home
3, is quite simplethe harrow seen in Fig.

and no difficulty should arise in building it for 5/

if the illustration is studied carefully.

October General Model-Buitdin

Section, 30th November; Overseas Section,

31st March, 1951,

month keen Meccano enthusiasts

will be making preparations for the

of the winter model-building
no doubt some of them will

and
eagerly

looking forward to making Meccano
models of interesting machines and other

devices they have come across during the

summer months. In order to give these

model-builders encouragement in their

announcing this month
model-building

activities, we are

the first of the general

competitions that are always popular at

this time of the year.

Models for entry in

this contest may

-Building Competition
Results

APRIL "GENERAL" CONTEST (HOME

First Prize, Cheque for £3 3s. Od.: A. D. Craven,

Bradford. Second Prize, Cheque for £2 2s. Od.: A. C.

Lanfjhani, Bassett, Southampton. Third Prize,

Cheque for £1 Is. Or].: J. E, Bridger, Hastings, Sussex.

Five Prizes each of 10/-: M. ! .Murdoch, Hoole,

Chester; P. W. Dawson, Broadway, Lincoln; H.

Tothill, Hove 4, Sussex; T. Watts, Northampton;

D. A. Green, Halifax,

Five Prizes each of 5/-: H. M. Forth, London,

S.E.I 2; D. Barber, Warrington; R. C. Adams, Seaford,

Sussex; J, Mc May-Russell, Coventry; W. J. Ashby,

London, N.8.

be
built with any number

isof parts,

no restriction of

kind on the
any

choice of

subject* The only con-

ditions are that models
must be built

with standard Meccano
parts, and must be the

resu I 1 of the com-
petitor's own unaided
work.

After the model is

completed all that is

Fig. 4. A good example of a prize-winning model. This sturdy B-whecled lorry

is the work of R. W. Heara, Annesley, Notts.
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Bui ers
By "Spanner#f

Twin Rear Axle Drive
The axle are completed by

I have received many requests for

details of suitable driving

for model vehicles fitted

arrangements
twin rear

axles, and to meet these I am illustrating

in Fig, 1 one method of

2|*x 1 J* Flexible Plates curved to shape.

Crosshead and Slide Bars for Engines

A useful method of constructing a

crosshead and slide bars for engine models
is illustrated in Fig. 2. The slide bars on

a mechanism. In this example the twin each side are represented
aaxles are carried

£ on each side as shown
sinele leaf Angle Girders attached

spring
Each spring consists

two 3 h " and
of one

one ** two

They are connected by two
Double Angle Strips at one end,

*Xl* Double Angle Stripstwo <y

Thev are bolted at their centres to
Angle Girder that can be lock-

nutted to the chassis.

Each of the axles is identical

in construction. The casing
consists of halves, formed

at the other.

two Double
Strips bolted between
Plate and a Bush Wheel. The
halves are joined by two
2 XI // Double Angle Strips,

and a 4J*x2i* Flexible Plate

is curved to shape and bolted

in position.

The differential crown wheel
is a 57-tooth Gear 1, which
is free to turn on a Rod
mounted in one half of the
axle casing The Rod passes

into a Coupling 2, and a |*

Bevel Gear is fixed between
the Gear 1 and the Coupling.
A second Bevel 3 is fixed on
a Hod mounted in the other
half of the casing and

into Coupling 2.

Two Txi* Angle Brackets
are attached by |

# Bolts to

the Gear i, but they are

by four Washers on each Bolt.

Fig. 1. A drive transmission arrangement suitable for a lorry fitted

with twin rear axles.

from it

A 2*
The piston rod is attached to a Coupling

2 by a Rod Socket 3, and the Coupling

Rod 4 is passed through the l'xj* Angle is connected to a similar part by two V
Brackets, and is fixed in the centre trans- Rods which rest in the groove of a Socket
verse hole of Coupling
Gear on each side of the

4

ing is

Bevel Coupling 1. A 2
J* Rod is passed through

the Socket Coupling and is held in placefree

to turn on Rod 4. Fishplates are used to by Collars. The ends of this Rod are free

centre the Rod in the slotted holes of the

l'xi" Angle Brackets.

to move between the slide bars. At the

other end the piston rod is passed through

The drive to the crown wheel is through a Wheel Disc 4

a Worm fixed on a 3J* Rod mounted in

Strips 5. These Strips are bolted
Simple Gear-Box for Cranes

to the 2£* x 1* Double Angle Strips placed Most model -builders are interested in

between the Face Plates. The driving gear-boxes as these provide so much scope

Rod of the traili

of the leading axle
is linked to that for ingenuity in building them com

by two Universal from the parts available.

Couplings and a 1 Rod The gear-box shown in Fig. 3 is specially

<

i

\
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the Gear 9 is moved into

mesh with its |* Pinion
A Bolt screwed in

Pulley 8 engages a Bolt in

when thethe
Gear is disengaged and
provides an automatic
brake.
The luffing drum is

to ng
drum in arrangement and
operation. The levers

controlling all the move-
ments are pivoted on a
common shaft 1 1 which
is mounted in Flat

Fig. 2 One of many methods of constructing a cross head and slide bars
for a model steam engine.

Trunnions bolted to
Girders 1.

Bending and Using
Flexible Plates

designed for use in models such as mobile
cranes, where a single motor mounted in

the chassis is used to operate the luffing are included in Meccano Outfits

and hoisting mov as well as the

The Flexible Plates of various sizes that
very
-upuseful for filling~iu purposes m

movent' nts of the crane itself. The drive structures. The Plates can be bent quite

to the gear-box is transmitted from the easily with the fingers, but right an
motor through
centre of the bearing that

a Hod mounted in the should be avoided whenever possible tf

crane.

The mechanism is housed in a frame-
work formed bv two 3£*x2|* Flanged
Plates and two 2£"x2£* Flat Plates.

These are bolted to l*x K Angle Brackets of the Plate

supports the a complete cylinder is required the Plate

or Plates should be rolled around a wooden
former of suitable diameter, or shaped
gradually between the fingers, care being

taken to avoid sharp angles at the edges

Angle Girders 1, which are

acent to the holes.

then
cab.

to the sides of the crane
A Ball Race Flanged Disc 2 is alsoi-»

fixed to the Angle Girders, and forms the
of the crane

After use the Plate can be re-straight-

< ned first with the lingers, and then placed

between two flat pieces of wood and
tapped gently with a

bearing.

The input shaft is mo
in the Ball Race Flanged Disc

and in a 2t*x|* Double Angle
Strip fixed between the sides of

the framework Thte shaft

carries a }* Contrate 3, and two
Pinions 4 are fixed on a

5 so that either can be

moved into mesh with the

Contrate to provide forward and
reverse drives

the shaft is controlled

lever

a i0

of

a

6 that engages between
Pulley and a Collar on

shaft 5,

Rod 7 forms the hoisting

drum and it carries a 1* Pulley

8 and a 50-tooth Gear 9. The
Cord winds between
and the Gear A

Pulley
10

carries a £* Bolt that engages
between 1* Pulleys on Rod 7,

so that by operating the lever

m

Fig. 3. A simple gear-box suitable for transmitting a drive to the

chassis of a mobile crane and also operating the hoisting movements.
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New Meccano
Vertical Steam Engine and Dynamo

UK new model this month is a neat
reproduction of an electric generating

Each of the columns consists of two
124 Angle Girders joined by 5,J

#
x2J*

unit, consisting of a vertical steam engine- Flexible Plates, and is attached to the
end bv a Cornercoupled to a dynamo. platform at its

of the unit consists of two Angle Bracket.
upper
The columns

Angle Girders, which are joined at
one end by a 9£* Angle Girder 1, and at

vertical

orm con
the ntiior end by two 9J* Angle Girders Plates edged by 7 k"

2 and 3. The Girders 2 and 3 are attached
to

Angle Girders 8.

of two 5£*x3|

are braced
The
Flat

Angle Girders 1jolted to the si

The slide bars
Strips extended by

Angle Girders.

the crosshead are 7|*

and they
and the space between these Girders is are attached at their upper ends to 5
filled in by two 9£"x2i* Strip Plates, An^le Girders bolted underneath the plat-
The engine bed is made by bolting a form. The Fishplates at the lower ends
9i*x2f Strip Plate verti

the I8J* Angle Girders. The Strip Plates to 7|" Angle Girders 9. The slide bars are
from these Girders by ten 1|*

y to each of of the 7|" Strips are attached by £* Bolts

are braced along their upper edges by 9$*
Angle Girders, and at each end by a Strips on each side, and the Girders are
vertical 2

J* Angle Girder. The sides of conn by 7 \" Flat Girders to further
the engine bed are connected by a 9£* 7£* Angle Girders that are bolted to
Angle Girder at each end. Girders 8. The crosshead is a :U* Rod

Supports for the crankshaft bearings fitted at each end with a Bush Wheel 10
provided by five 9$* Angle Girders and a Wheel Disc 11, placed one on each

Two of these Girders are arranged to side of the slide bars. The 3£* Rod carries

form a central T-section girder 4, and at its centre a large Fork Piece 12 held
the others as shown at 5, 6 and 7 in position by Collars, and the piston rod

is fixed in the Fork Piece. The con-
necting rod is formed by two 5£" and
two 2j* Strips, which are shaped as
shown and pivoted on A Bolts screwed
into the boss of the Fork Piece. A
Collar and a Washer are placed on
each Bolt.

The crankshaft is

bearings. The centre
three

consists
of a Semi-Circular Plate attached to
two 2£* Flat Girders that are bolted to
Girders 4. Four Wheel Discs are fixed
to each side of the Semi-Circular Plate
to increase the bearing surface. The
other two bearings are identical, and
each consists of two Semi-Circular
Plates fitted with four Wheel Discs.
The Semi -Circular Plates a e bolted to
2\" Angle Girders that are connected
together by further 2£* Angle Girders

to the Girders 13. A cover plate
consisting of a 5£"x 1§* Flexible Plate
is also bolted to 13

The crankshaft is in two sections.
and consists of a 3£

a
and a

Fig. I. A model of a vertical steam engine coupled to
dynamo that is interesting to construct and operate.

a

Rod 15* The inner ends of these
are fitted with Cranks, and

further Cranks bolted to them are
connected by a 2* Rod. The connecting
rod pivots about the 2* Rod. A Triple
Throw Eccentric is fixed on the %\*

y.
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Fig. 2. The engine and dynamo,
head and guides and the ar

motor.

showing the cross-

of the driving

Rod between the hearings, and is extended
by two 4 £* Strips bent as shown in Fig. 2.

These Strips are passed over a 1 £" Rod
held in a large Fork Piece 16, Fig. 1

Collars, and the valve rod is fixe in the
boss of the Fork Piece. The valve rod is

mounted in the platform, and a
provided by passing it through a
Double Angle Strip 17.

The cylinder block consists of vertical

3|* Strips bolted to a framework formed

5J* and 3£* Strips curved to shape.
The lower edges of the block are connected
by two 2£*xy Double Angle Strips held

by bolts 18 on each side, the Double Angle
Strips being bolted to the platform. The
top of the block is filled in by a 4£*x2£*
Flat Plate fitted at each end with a
Semi-Circular Plate, and a Boiler

and al|* Flanged Wheel form the cylinder
and valve covers respectively. A 5J*xJ*
Double Angle Strip is bolted lengthways
across the top of the block, and the Flat
Plat> is by tw« I nuts to a w Bolt
fixed in the Double Angle Strip by a nut.

The base of the generator unit consists

of a 3|*x2£* Flanged Plate edged by

and it is fixed to 2 J

H Vngle
3|* Angle Girders,

Flat Girders 19 attached
Girders 20. The ends of the generator
consist of a Ball Race Flanged Disc
to a 4" Circular Plate. The two ends are

joined by 2£*xl* Double Ancle•"

A 9J*x2J* Strip Plate is curved to shape
o 2.1and attached

to the f >rm

.

Angle Girders
A Rod passed

through the generator is connected by two
Universal Couplings to the Rod 15.

A i* Pinion on the shaft of the Motor
engages a 57-tooth Gear on a Rod carrying
Pinion 21. This Pinion engages a 57-tooth
Gear on Rod 22, from which Sprockets
take the drive to Rod 14.

Parts required to build mode] Vortical Steam
Eugfoe and Dvuamo: 4 of No. lb; 4 of No. 2; 4 of
No. 2a; 30 of No. 3; 6 of No. 5; 1 of No. fi; 17 of

No. 6a; 2 of No. 7a; 8 of No. 8; 14 of No. 8a;
in ni No. SI,. 2 of N-. H. 6 ,,f N,, S4.i; 2 *»f N<». HI.;

17 of No. 9d, 2 of No. 9c; 1 of No, 9f; 4 of No. 10;

3 of No. II; 1 of No. 13a; 2 of No. 14; I of No, IS
3 of No. 16; I of No. Hib; I of No. 17: 1 of

1 of No. ISb; 2 of No. 20, 3 of No. 'J 4; J of

2 of No.

9

18a;

No. 26

No. 3H: I

No. 48d;
1 6 of N o.

27a; 225 of No. 37; 78 of No. 37a; 90 of

of No. 47a; 6 of No. 48; 5 of No. 4Sa; 1 of

2 of No. 52a; 1 of No. 53; 1 of No. 53a:

59; 4 of No. 62; 10 of No. 94; 1 of No. 95b;
1 of No. 9Sa; 6 of No. 103f; 4 of No. 103k; 1 of

No. 108; 10 of No. til; 19 of No. Ilia; 40 of No.
tile; 4 of No. 11 Id; 2 of No. 116; 1 of No. 116a;
2 of No. IIS; l of No. 1 30; 3 of No. 133: I of No. 140:

1 of No. 146; 2 of No. 146a; 2 of No. 154a; 2 of
No. 154b; I of Nu. 162.; I of No. 165; 3 of No. 168a;

14 of No. 189: 1 of No. 191; 6 of No, 196; 7 of No.
214; 35 of No. 219; I E20R lilectric Motor.

M Wi

'

B .
*«*'

Fig. 3* Another vtew of the completed engine and
dynamo.
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an Branc News

WITH THE SECRETARY
AN AID TO PROGRESS

It is remarkable how oftea
ILR.C. Branches are invited

Meccano Cluhs and
to contribute displays

of models at Exhibitions and celebrations of various
kinds, A recent example < an be seen in the report
on this page from the New Koad Model Kailway
Branch, which was asked to arrange a display of
Hornby Trains for Chingford Day, an annua! (He.
Another is a contribution that the Mile End M.C
made to the attractions of a
by the Portsmouth branch
Society Guild,

Mr, J, C Deaves, Leader of the Huntingdon M.C«
t

has often been asked
to organise displays
at local functions, and

garden party arranged
of the British Sailors

CLUB NOTES
Bury Grammar School M.C—During the summer

meetings were held fortnightly. Earlier the Club held
a very successful Exhibition of models in great
variety with a Hornby Railway as an additional
attraction. Mr. R. L. Chambers, President, presented
prices Sor model building?, Club roll; 34. Secretary:

J. C, Hart, "HiUAnp." 2, Belgrave Road, Hr,
Crump J I, Manrtv iter 8.

Greaves Methodwt Ciu'rch (Lancaster) MX.
Meetings continue to be greatly enjoyed. Outdoors
tracking meetings are popular and Visits have been

fiaid to G lasson Dock. Indoors a games evening has
>een held and a wet evening was made enjoyable
by a special model-building programme* Club roll: 9#

the invitarepeated
tions he has received are
evidence of the high
value placed on efforts

of the members of

this Club. Another
instance comes from
Vancouver, where
members of the
Kifiiouut MX. made

science

such a good impression
with models entered
in various hobby
shows that special
invitations are now
extended to them. In
addition many Clubs
and Branches have
taken part in road
safety efforts, and tin*

Dinky Toys layouts
they* have prepared
for these occasions
have always been
centres of attraction*

It is good to read
of events of this kind,

which demonstrate not
only the interest and adaptability of our great hobbies,

but also the enterprise and skill of those who
follow them.

It is not necessary to wait for an invitation to take

In such a scheme before arrant ing a display

and the officials of every Club and Branch indeed

should keep in mind the great advantages of showing
what their members can do. The present session is

an excellent one for efforts of this kind and wherever
.sible .» display, whether just an Open Night or

an elaborate and well-staged Exhibition, should be
arranged before its end.

BRANCHES RECENTLY INCORPORATED
B..521

—

Cminlhv Methodist—J. G. Harris, Lee End,

Members of the Thebarton School MX., Leader, Mr. Lloyd Care, Seerctray, Kevin
Amos. This South Australian Club was affiliated in December 1928. Half its meetings
arc devoted to construction projects, with members working in groups. At other

meetings members give talks and demonstrations on special working models or personal

hobbies, films are shown and distinguished visitors discuss engineering and applied

Visits to factories, power houses and railway workshops also are a

feature of the programme*

T. Starr, "Derwent, Sootforth Road,Secretary;

Lancaster*
Crypt ( ram ami School M.C.—A fine display was

made at the Crypt Parents' Association garden party.
In addition to large Meccano models there were
Hornby Gauge and Hornby Dublo Layouts in

continuous operation. Victors were greatly impressed.
Club roll: 40. Setntary: P. H. Getting*, 17, Riversjey
Koad, Gloucester.

B.522-

B.523

B.324

B. Staples,

B.525

B«526

Chinley, Cheshire.

Eastcote. Ruislif and District
1, St. Mat- tins Approach, Kuislip.

Carmel College—J. Swart, Carme] College.

Greenham, Newbury, Berks.

HiOHGATE Jt'Nio* School— 1L F. FL Miller,

Higbgat*^ Junior School, Rbhop^wi »d Koad,
Highgatc, N>

«i*

ton Park (Liverpool)—Max J. Lazarus,

78. Langdale Road, Liverpool 15

Shepshed Secondary Modern School
E. A. Garratt, Shepshed.

BRANCH NEWS
New Road Model Railway (South Chingford)—

The Branch was invited to contribute to an Exhibition
on Chingford Day, A completely electrified layout
was designed and constructed by members, with
interesting accessories, and this was operated through-
out the Exhibition, with excellent results. Previously

the Branch had urbanised an Exhibition of its own,
and a Visit had been paid to the Electric Power

on, Ley ton. Secretary: T. Hin ton, 1U9, Hall

Lam , S. Chingford, London E.4.

Slough—Track work has continued mid members
ilso have engaged m constructional work, including

the making of an ingenious crossover; A Visit was
paid by a gjoup nt members to the Mars works,
which naturally proved interesting. Secretary:

W. Eisele, 335/ Farnhain Road, Slough, Bucks.
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New Zea Hornby Train outs

HIS month we give details of two
Hornby Clockwork layouts developed

The second layout,

shown in the lower

which is

has been

bv New Zealand enthusiasts. One system built up by Mr. S. W. Booth of Invercargill.

is portable and is the work of David

Carter, of Wellington, N.Z., who is shown
NX, for his son. This had its beginnings

with a Hornby No, 201 Tank Goods Train

and has been developed

into a more or less

permanent indoor
system incorporating a

scenic background. The
railway in fact is now
privileged to run
1 1 1 rou several rooms
in the house, a facility

that less fortunate
Hornby owners may
well envy.
A certain amount of

stock.

now
Hornby pre-war

notof types

The layout of David Carter, New Zealand, showing the attractive arrangement

of his Hornby railway and home-made accessories. Roads and other lineside

features are included on the baseboard.

available, has been
obtained second - hand
to supplement the
original equipment.
There are now eight

coaches and 35 wagons

alongside th line with his brother

sisters in the upper illustration
44

and vans to carry the traffic. Some of

the older stock has been modified to

New Zealand prototypes andThe stations, signal box, water tanks,
, . - -

t „
engine shed and overhead bridge I have the system has been operated successfully

made myself." writes David. "I have also

made a

ith its Hornby Clockwork engines as

colour-light

three-way switch. I am still trying to

ise some means of making the lights

signal working off a part of a local Exhibition, where it aroused

considerate.' interest Mixed trains as well

!uev as

Hash alternately for a road crossing I

and goods services were run -

e. The stations and other bu i Id in gsmad
have all got lights in, and there is a

switchboard at the side of

the railway.

"The rails are screwed to

A passing loop allowed trains m o

directions to cross one another correctly,

the main line being single track.

the baseboard, but the

stations and other items

can be lifted off so that the

board can be leaned up
of theagainst the

garage when the railway is

not in use. When, the

buildings are placed on the

board the wires to the

different things are connect-

ed up,
hooked

the 6-volt batteries

on, and the line is

ready to work. So far there

is only one Clockwork engine,

but 1 hope to make an

1

electric engine and it will
A

greatly help the working of

goods and passenger traffic."

Hornby
N.Z. The

locomotive
of type

pre-war
Invercargill, N.Z. The train, oi a

modified to reproduce New Zealand practice.

Studios, Invercargill

to Mr.train belonging
not now available, has

Photograph by Elmswood

Booth,
been
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Horn Dublo
w
Town

//

Rai

THE main lino of a _, _„
layout is usually continuous/and

a rule any sidings or goods yards
included within the main oval. This is

necessary for space reasons, in order to
_

provide as much length

Hornby-Dublo are connected by crossover points, and the
position of Isolating Rails and Uncoupling
Kails makes possible a great variety of
movements.

Main line passenger trains are handled

are

as fur
the main line run. An exception to this

by two each o f the Hornby- 1.hi bio

arrangement is the Hornby-Dublo layout L.N.E.R
types of express engines, L.M.S

pa ire.of which parts are shown on this
This is the system of Mr. T, H, Cornish
of Gowerton, Swansea, a keen

and
respectively, and the useful

reader and Hornby-Dublo train
The development of this layout

gone on at the same time as the
up of the miniature

township that is included within
the double main line. This gives
a realistic air to the whole system,
as the photographs show. Th-
buildings are electrically lit from
a source of power separate from
the train driving circuit.

The lavout is built up on a
table 12 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft.

6 in. The extensive sidings consist

M.M."

standard Hornby-Dublo Tanks look after
the mixed-traffic duties. Altogether the
layout has a busy and realistic appearance,
which is helped considerably by the Dinky
Tovs motor traffic on the roads.

of a series of tracks laid

mam
down for the whole length of the
layout at one side of the
oval. Between the outer main
line and the sidings runs a loop
road, which is extended in one
direction to form a dead-end
siding, while in the other it is

into a track curving
round one end of the main oval
to the engine shed. All the sidings

Views of the Hornby-Dublo layout of Mr. T. H. Cornish, Swansea,
are shown on thi,s page. Note- the extensive siding with their

Uncoupling Rails at strategic points.
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Horn Locomotives at Wor
N the simplest miniature railway additional coach, or possibly a goods
layout there is only one locomotive,

and this has to be used for all different

kinds of traffic that may be operated. is necessary
the railway develops, the need for a

van, on to the tail of the train. Careful

placing of Isolating and Uncoupling Rails

for this o ion we
have previously given some- hints in this

direction.

Another job that the Hornby-
Dublo Tank performs very well

is the haulage of local passenger
trains. To represent the latter

the standard Hornby - Dublo
corridor stock will have to be
used. Corridor coaches frequently

ns in actualappear in local

practice. Main line stopping
trains of the long-distance type
can be hauled by either of the

Hornby- Dublo express 6 *>
s

Such big engines sometimes take
even quite ordinary trains in

real life, but the work for which
"Duchess ofAthoUT or "Sir Nigel

Gresley" is most suitable is the

Hornby-Dublo "Duchess of AthoII" speeding through a station
with a miniature express, the type of I in in to which this class of

engine is most suited.

running of express
trains. There

passenger

ns
North,

are many im-
rcen London
running of

which in miniature will add to
further engine becomes andpressing,

Hornby-Dublo owners usually hope to
one or other of the 4-6-2 express

locomotives* "Duchess of AtkoW* or "Sir
have

the interest of operations.
Fast goods trains, consisting principally

of goods vans, can be handled at times by

N igel

tin- Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2s. On several
Gresley," and a standard 0-6-2 layouts we know this type of work is a

Hornby-Dublo Tank, as the minimum regular part of their duty. Keal "Pacifies,"

stock with which to nm the system. The especially ex-L.N.E \i„ are often used in

locomotive requirements of many Hornby- this way, so there is ample reason for the
Dublo layouts can be met by such a practice in miniature.
combination.

'II «- Hornby-Dublo Tank
locomotive is the ideal mixed-
traffic engine for the short-
distance work. At the start

of operations on a layout it

the empty stock
sidings to

can bring
from the carnage
the main station ready for the
express engine to take it on a
journey. While this run is

being made, the Tank Engine
can be busy in the yard or

siding making up, a goods train

be taJo.-n along main
line later when the express has
iinished its run. Alternatively,

while the express train is

standing at an intermediate
stopping place the Tank may The
be requi to move an

Hornby-Dublo Tank Locomotive ready to take a Brake Van
down the line to pick up it* train.
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Our BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS appeal to all who already have a collection and wish to add to it

at reasonable cost. We offer a grand variety of Br, Colonials or Br, Cob, and Foreign Mixed with a book
of sets and a generous discount. *'Wants" lists of SINGLE stamps welcomed. Whether you buy or sell

our Approvals are equally good. Prompt and individual attention. Send TO-DAY. We pay postage one way.

Postal Business n
THE BIRKDALE STAMP CO. (P.T.S.)
104, Liverpool Road, Southport, Lanes.

"DOUBLE
TRIANGLE" TRIANGLE

PKT.

PR FPI Thcsc srand 2-C0L0UR TRIANGLES andIXfcfc 10 other desirable stamps. Just send 2id.
postage and ask to see Special 'Mercury" Approvals.
Philip J. Dyke (P.T.SJ. 35, Bucklelgh Ave.. London S.W.20

SILVER WEDDING
PACKET

A
WE

ln.iniper packet of large-sized, very scarce SILVER
EDDING Conimemora lives is FREE to all who request

bargain discount approvals and enclose 2Jd. postage.
Write now ami also learn of wonder scheme for all

regular customers,

DON'T DELAY — SEND TO-DAY RIGHT AWAY'
J. Stone (M8.i, 264, Meadow Lane, ALFRETON, Derby

HALF PRICE APPROVALS
We are offering until further notice special books
of GREAT BRITAIN, BRITISH COLONIALS, U.S.A.

and AIRMAILS

at 50% DISCOUNT
Send Stamp for trial selection.

SAUNDERS & CO.. 8. Hereford Gardens. Pinner. Middx.

FREE! AMAZING NEW
ISSUE PACKET

A wonderful packet of recent issues, includ

A INDEPENDENCE ANNIVERSARY
LEGENDARY BIRD. FAMOUS BELL, etc.,

GUA SPORTS showinfl FENCING. BOY
Theie and several other new issues absolutely

send 3|d for postage and price list i

famous "Jd, Upwards" approvals.

CAPT. M. CAMPBELL & CO
58. High Street. Watford. Herts i

180-PAGE
CATALOGUE
This fine STAMP CATALOGUE is indispensable to all

collectors of EUROPEAN countries and itV FREE. The
180 PAGES are packed with in teres ti tig ruaiter con-
jESeming all issues between 1940-1949, There axe manv
THOUSANDS of priced items both MINT and USED
together with 1,744 ILLUSTRATIONS. Printed on line

white glossy paper with a multi-coloured oover and
INDEX. iCore your copy NOW. Supplies are limited
and when exhausted this FREE offer will never be
repeated. Enclose 7d. (2d. and 2|d. stamps) for postage
and packing, request our fatuous approvals with FREE
illustrated list of albums and sets. (Without approvals

price 3/6).
LISBURN & TOWNSEND LTD. (MM), West Kirby. Cheshire

—

GEORGE VI CANADA
Ftne collection of nine Canadian stamps all of the
present reign, showing the King, Queen, and Princess
Elizabeth* also pictorial stamp*, representing six
different issues* including those commemorating the
Coronation* Royal Visit, War Effort, Reconstruction
and the beautiful Royal Wedding stamp, sent free
to all applicants for approvals enclosing postage.

R. D. HARRISON ROYDON WARE

OUTFIT
U.min*: WATERMARK DETECTOR, accurate

PERFORATION GAUGE, transparent envelopes, stamp
hinges, and a magnificent packet of stamps, including
BR. NORTH BORNEO newly issued pictorial, San Marino,
China (overprint), Germany (Hitler), etc. Just send 3d.
postage and ask for discount approvals.

Special Otter: 5o din. AIRMAILS 2/6.
ROSTON (Yj, 106, St. Dunstan's Road, London W.6

Read the

JUNIOR STAMP WORLD
The ONLY Magazine for the Young Stamp Collector.

• Fortnightly
EVERYTHING ABOUT

Price 4rk
YOUR STAMPS.

Order Now from your Newsagent.
For specimen copies, send 4d» in stamps to:

JUNIOR STAMP WORLD
(M3), 161, WAVERTREE ROAD, LIVERPOOL 7

FREE! NEW AUSTRIAN NATIONAL COSTUMES
Set of tour different to all approval

applicants. Send 2id. stamp. Used Nigeria 2/6 at U-*

5/. at IU. Packets: 500 diff, 5fa 100 China 2/6; 10

French Cols. 6d,: 25 Airmails 2/»« All postage extra.

HEYWOOD'S. 8. Paton Street, Piccadilly, Manchester 1

HIGH VALUE
AUSTRALIAN

of Fine Gifts and Approval Monthly*

Pkt, contains these two scarce high value Australia (illustrated), one of which
shows "Aboriginal Art": included also the latest Australian ICG. VI (new portrait).

All Free to collectors asking to see my Amazing Approvals, Send 3d* to cover my
postage and lists Inc. illustrations. (Without appro*. 1/3). Why not loin "THE
CODE STAMP CLUB"? Sub, IK You receive Badge. Membership Card and list

WRIGHTS STAMP SHOP. Oept. Mil, CANTERBURY. KENT

For other Stamp Advertisements see also pages 474 and xv*
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Stamp Collecting
New Issues on Photogravure

By F. Riley, B.Sc

a few details of
North Borneo
itself mid mark-
ing kfs position
relative 1 1

B r u n e i and
Sarawak. No
such aid is given
by the rather

THE new issues for Mauritius and North Borneo
provide us with examples of stamp printing by

photogravure They are not the first Commonwealth
stamps to be print* 1 by this process, which indeed

will h* familiar

to every reader,
for it lias been
used for British
stamps since the
Silver Jubilee
issue of 1935- As
far as colonial
stamps are
concerned
h otugravure

las not been
very largely used
so fa r. T h t-

o u t s t a n d i n g
example was
the verv fine

vague
one
M

m ap on
of the

from

of 193S. ie two
very

new issues areSeychelles issue

by no means as good as that, and their colours are
not uniformly pleasing; They are
indeed disappointing, and it is to be
hop d that if further photogravure
issues arc planned for the colonies

brighter and better results will be
attained.

Photogravure printing is really a
development of recess printing, the

process to which I referred to iti the

July HM U/' In this a master die is

engraved by hand and hardened. A
mller of soft steel is then rocked to

and fro across until it has been given
an imoressiun in reverse. The roller

in and usfcd for
the actual

impression in revei

turn is hardened
producing the design on
printing plate, which is a p plica of

the master die. In photogravure the

d< nign is photographed on a sensitised

late through a screen of very fine

hies that breaks it up Into myriads of tiny dots.

After fixing the plate is etched in acid, with thr-

result that the squares between the lines of the

screen are resolved into tiny pockets, varying in

depth in accordance with the depth of tone of the
parts of the subject giving rise to them.
When this plate is used for printing it is inked in

the usual way and its surface is wiped clean. The
paper is then pressed into conte I with it, with the

result that tiny dots varying in tone are printed on
the pap r. These make up the picture, as inspection

of a photogravure stamp under a powerful magnifying
glass will reveal The dots are $0 small that they

Cannot be distinguished without til aid.

Although the
Mauritius and
North Borneo
stamps are not

p a r t i c u 1 a r I y
good they will

make colourful
pages in the
a I b u rn. The
North Borneo
set is the better
of the two. Its

8l\ value is a
map stamp
showing, not

accurate I vt

a u r i t i u s
stamps. Perhaps
collectors are
supposed to
know that the

island is in the Indian Ocean, 2 f
094 miles

Colombo in Ceylon and 1,552 mites from Durban,
Natal. Some of them will know that the latitude
21 deg. 30 min. on the map should be 20 deg. 30 min.
The designs of the North Borneo issue show scenes

in the colon

y

t picture some of its natives and
illustrate u> iudusi es

t but not always with succes
For instance, the 1c. value gives a sketchy view of
Mount Kinabulu, the highest peak in the colony,
and indeed in South East Asia/ but it is difficult to
realise from it that the mountain is almost 14,000 ft.

in height, A coconut grove, hemp fibre drying un
racks and a log storage pond on the 3c, 4c/ and
I.Op. values respectively illustrate important products,
and on the, 2c. value a native woman is seen with a
musical instrument strange to Western eyes.

Apart from the horses of two natives shown
on the $1 stamp there is only
one animal pictured in tints issue, It

bull seen on the 5c. value. Previous
North Borneo pictorials have shown
us manv interesting creatup , such
as the Malay stag, the argus pheasant.
the honey bear, the tapir, the orang
utan and so on, and it seetns a pin
to have played down this interest mg
side of life in the colony in the present
i sue. In this respect we are better
off with the Mauritius set. The star
turn here of course is the dodo, seen
on the 12c, value, a weird bird that
could not fly mu\ very soon became
extinct when Europeans reached
Mauritius* Its companion in this set
is the Mauritius deer, shown on the
lr. value, which was introduced from
Bat avia a little more than 300

years ago and of which there are now some 20,000
in the wooded and mountainous districts of the
island.

The sugar industry contributes designs for two
values, and four others are reminders that Mauritius
has some of the
finest scenery in

the world. The
value show-

ing the Tamarind
Falls, is dis-
appointing as a
representation of
the series of

cascadesseven
into which this

river breaks,
T he Rem d a r t

M o u n t a J u
p

2,5 00 ft. in
height! and the
Pieter Botte
Mountain, the apex of which is a sharp cone with a
large, rock balanced on it, are pictured more effectively
on the 5c, and 50c. values, and there is a beach
scene on the 5r« value. Other
show
Louis

is a
interesting designs

a nay m the South East of the island, Port
., the capital, and the statue of Labonrdonnais,

its most famous governor when it was a French

bav
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NEWZEA
m ROYAL BABY

4

I -

i

I

(

JUST ISSUED . YOURS ABSOLUTELY FREE. We will send to YOU ABSOLUTELY
FREE what wc believe will be the most popular postage stamp ever issued, the new
NEW ZEALAND Health Charity Issue in design a* illustrated portraying Her Royal

Highness Princess Elizabeth with baby Prince Charles. Your collection will not be

complete without this stamp.

Send Now to the Windsor Stamp Co. for it. Write for Royal Baby Stamp Free and
ask to see a Selection of Windsor Stamps on Approval* Please send 3d. stamps to cover

our posting costs to you.

i WINDSOR STAMP UCKFIELD

TO ALL
COLLECTORS

Sending postage (2id.) this new stamp for

COOK ISLANDS. Bargain-50 China 113

—

i

G. P. KEEF WILLINGDON EASTBOURNE

LOOK! British stamps on paper—worth sorting

for "hads," 1 lb. 2/9; 2 lb, (7,000) 5/-;

5 lb. 11/-; 10 lb. 20/-. British Empire on paper 24/6 lb.

(3,000k 12/6 J lb.; 4 or, 6/6. World assortment from over

M\ countries 1 lb. 18/- (3,000); J lb. 9/6; 4 oz. S/-.

Assorted lots on paper iucl. picts. all per 4 oz.: South
Africa 4/9; New Zealand 4/9; Australia 3/6; Canada 3/6;

I'.S.A. 2/9; Hire 1/9; Sweden 4/-; Norway 4/-; France
Holland 3/-; Germany 5/6; Beljiim 3/6; (All

over 30/-). U.S.A. large commems. F.U. recmt
Id, ea, (34 different 2/9). Post extra abroad. Lists Free.

A. Davies Est. 1 936 1, 33, Lake Green Rd., Sandown, I.O.W.

3/6;
I. ss ll>%

FREE 100
This fine selection (catalogued at about 10/-) will

fill many gaps in every collection. Ideal for

beginners. It is FREE to all Applicants for our

Discount Approvals. 2$d. postage please.

STAMPS {Dept. 2A)

19, Holloway St., Minehead, Somerset

FREE! CHINA
25 d i i i crcnt unused

sc stamps. Absolutely
Free, Just enclose 2id* post-

age and request our bargain
approvals.

STAMP CO. (M4),
BRIDGNORTH

FREE EE2id, MINT EDWARD VIII

The Uncrowned King
This MINT elusive BRITISH stamp. FREE to all applicants who
send 2Jd. for postage and ask lo see a selection of my

"WORTH WHILE" approval sheets. No stamps sent abroad.

Jos. H. Gaze. 10, Pimlico Road. CLITHER0E. Lanes.

cox,

FREE- STAMPS CATALOGUED 5/

to applicants for id. approvals
IT, 5TONELEIGH PARK ROAD, EWELL

PICTORIAL APPROVALS
A really fine selection of the most modern
stamps, priced separately, sent immediately
on receipt of your application. Post paid

otic way, and good discount given*
FOR THESE VERY POPULAR APPROVALS
Write to-day to:

i *

Leewards.'
G, E
p

MOAT (Dept. M9J
Glastonbury Chase. Westcliff. Essex

STAMP COLLECTORS
My Approvals contain many bargains

Applicants receive 20 Stamps including
Trinidad, Sierra Leone, St. Lucia, Seychelles,

Without Approvals 1/-Falkland.

S. H. FLEMING
NEWHAVEN. GLYN AVE., COLWYNBAY, N.WALES

PRINCE CHARLES
i STAMP

Including other new
asking for our famousissues to

Approvals and enclosing 3d. stamp,

FRANCIS CURTIS LTD.
(Dept. M2), 2 26, Baker St., London N.W.I

FREE OF STAMPS ^m

to i very applicant for approval books. The GIFT
contains 30 British Colonials including 8 K.G, VI
mint—no Great Britain. Good discount is given
and a list of 98 Girts is sent* These can be chosen
by you and vary in value according to the money
sent for purchases, They include K,G* VI; Silver
Jubilees; ALL the Colonial Victory sets mints and
Foreign stamps. 3d." postage please,

C. A. RUSH, 38, Queen's Avenue, Whetstone, London N.2

FREE
IV

oUiers
OLD

UPLICATE EXCHANGE
hen you can exchange' them
Details o sire

vaJ

erscas

\ST

—

ineluilin

toria
enclose
lents wan

nous
RKE.JU3TREGU1

Price free

CADMAN
ASTLEY
CRESCENT. WQLVERHAMP

Bargain Approva

Send a po$r card to
J, 0, BROOKS, WELFORD,
RUGBY, for a Super

Selection ; Jus Free Gift-

For other Stamp Advert i%crn€M$ see alio pagrt 472 anJ nv*

i
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Stamp Gossip
an Notes on New Issues

By F, E. Metcalfe

mentioned last month,THE North Borneo set,

had Oof long been out win n it was noted that tin

name Jessdton bad been wrongly spelt Jesslcton on
the 50c. value, although it is given correctly on the
Sc. stamp of the issue, Trust stamp collectors to tmd
anything wrong about a design; stamp printers must
at times bless their hawk eyes!

There has been a rush to secure copies of this

error before a change is made.
copies

News from the colony
is that the Chinese there have bought every copy
they could get hold of and over four times face is

being paid, but here at home, as there were fairly

ample supplies at the Crown Agents, not much over
face is being charged at the time these words are

written. Collectors should be able to get a
spare block, if they want one, at not much more
than the usual rate for a current stamp. It is quite
a nice little variety, but a collector will be very silly

if he pays a high price.

Australia keeps at it!

and the latest value is

of a new denomination
^together, A copy of
the SJtL is jn>t to

from a friendly
collector in Australia,
and the writer of these
notes would tike to

him and to

Australian
that their

say to
o t h e r

readers
country is gettin
together a really nice

set of stamps. These
regular issues arc not
of an elaborate
character, like th

of some small country
that produces stamps
to sell to collectors, for Australia, like Great Britain,

Canada and New Zealand, produces stamps for usa|

but Australia is showing that while her issues arc

of necessity of a utilitarian character, they can also

be of interest, Well done, Australia!

Zealand also has a delightful little set when
all is taken into consideration, and if the writer of

these notes had to keep his expenditure on stamps
town to a few coppers a week, he could still enjoy
the fun of collecting and get together a nice little

collection, over the years, by keeping away from
expensive colonials and sticking to the modern used
issues of the Dominions, As a matter of fact quite

a few collectors follow these lines, but there is one
rule to rciui-i uber, or rather
two. First buy as good an
album as you can afford ami
don't crowd the pages; and

* all coll*< t only really

tine used copies* With a

little care, a good copy of
any modern Dominion stamp
can be obtained as cheaply
as one rendered unsightly

by a heavy postmark, or
an off-centred copy, which
looks almost as bad, Th< ^
latter should be av
like a plague.

overlookAnother set which
which consults of four
commemorate the new

we canno

i

is that
overprinted values issued to

constitution of i tibraltar.

This was a great surprise, and as Gibraltar is a very
popular country, there has been quite a run on the

set. Fortunately the face value is moderate, so most
collectors can buy a set. Don't miss yours, for it

will cost more later on, and as it is a De La Rue
prin ling we may see perforation changes before it

goes obsolete.
The set for Malta, to commemorate the visit to that

island by
Princess
Elizabeth
will also
be popu-
lar, but
at the
lime of
w r i t i n g
there is

no fixed

date of
issue.

Now w
jump to

the other side of the world and illustrate the new
stamp for Fiji. This 1/6 stamp, issued to take care
of air mail letters weighing under half an ounce,
may have a short life indeed, for if and when Australia

m the rate of its pound, Fiji will
follow suit. In fact it is not outside ihe
possibility that this will have happened by
you are reading these notes. There was a scare In

June, when every day a change was expected, but
nothing happened then.
And now a few words about new issues, and new

issue services. First of all we will be realistic and

probably
range of

the time

examine the problem of collecting fairly and squarely.
Stamp collecting is one of the finest of indoor hobbies,
which Is the reason for its great popularity all over
the world. In fact it becomes so interesting that one
is apt to spend more cash on stamps than one can
afford to throw away on a hobby, so it is necessary
to see that our expenditure is made wisely, in case
the collection has to be sold laur.
Happy is the collector who has modest tastes in

stamps, so that the small sum he or she spends does
not matter. That's the idea] situation, but alas
most of us are not in that Hass Anyhow, if you have
decided that K.G, V[ colonial stamps are the best
for you to collect, and the majority nowadays do
decide thus, then you should join a good new issue
service. Fortunately there are many good services,
so there will be no difficulty about finding one to
suit you.
T 6 e next

problem is how
much does it

cost to be in
such rvice?
Naturally it all

de p £ rids to
what face value

want to
but here

von

a re one or
rwo figures*
Gen e rail y
speaking you
can take all

colonial stamps
up to 1/- for about £\ a month, and if you want
to go up to £l t welt it will not cost you much above
a pound a week.

the
The figures vary slightly, but over

sums mentioned will suffice. But if

don't be
a period
yoy join a new issue service don't be tempted to
liuy a block of this or that extra, unless you have
the cash to snare, for once one starts these uiihl

flutters, it is surprising huw quickly the money goes*
And after all to be buying stamps purely for profit
is not exactly collecting, and such a lot of fun can be
missed that way. There is no harm In buying a few
stamp extra if one's collection is not going to suffer,
but don't forget the collection first, for that is where
the enjoyment lies.

Finally, if vou have not bought that new album,
don't delay; ihey are likely to go up in price shortly.
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Competitions! Open To All Readers
Prize-wintiMH entrka in "MM" competitions become the property of Meccano Ltd.

Unsuccessful entries in photographic* drawing and simitar contests will be returned If

suitable stamped addressed envelopes or wrappers are enclosed with them.

Name These Railway Wagon Parts

\ fish van mav
not appear
romantic as

so

a
Kli motive,
but to all railway
enthusiasts it is

attrat live and it

certain! v

some very in-

teresting features.
i-SIts design fequii

careful thought in

Order to make it

itssuitable for

Thep u r p ose
illustration on this

page shows a fish

van, and selected

parts of this have
been numbered
and indicated by
arrows. Headers
are asked to say
what these parts
are and to explain their pui briellv. for tlie three best entries in order of merit,

Entries in this competition must be

iintries in this contest should be written with Consolation Prizes for other good

on one side <>l the paper only. Each part efforts. In the event of a lie the judges will

should be referred to by its number. Com- take neatness or novelty into consideration

petitors must not forget to put their names
and addresses in full on each sheet.

In each of the two sections, for Home
and Overseas readers respectively, prizes

and 10/6 will be awarded

Addressed "Wagon Parts Contest, Meccano
Magazine, Binns Road, Liverpool 13."

Closing dates: Home Section. 30th Novein-

of 21/ 15/ tier; Overseas Section, 28th IH51

A City or Town Square Pu le

town square, tu which
forms

the

Wonkier, which forms tin

Asterisk- indicate the

wanted is a series of

Below is a city or

only name inserted is

diagonal from kit to right.

missing letters, and what is

nine city or town names to complete the horizontal

Jims. The name required for the lirst line obvious"

begins with W . that for the second line has U as it*

second letter, and so oil

best entries in order of merit. H necessary the judges

will take neatness and novelty into consideration.

Closing Dates; Home Section, 30th November
Overseas Section, 28th February 1951.

w * * * m • * • *

* o * * # * * +

* • R • • • * * m

* * * C * • * * *

• • • • E • • *

* • • • S • •

* * * * T * *

* • » * « • * E •

* • * m * - * • R

When the square is complete it should be written

out or printed, and sent to "October City Square

Contest, Meccano Maaazine, limns Road, Liverpool 13/'

There will be the usual two Sections, for Home ami

Overse.! readers respectively, and in each of these

prizes uf 21/S 15/- and 10/ti will be awarded for the

October Photographic Contest
In this contest we invite readers to send in portraits

of members of their families or friends. S< t portraits

are not essential. Pictures showing the subjects at

work on some task or hubby, or at play on holiday,

will be suitable, so long as there is a central figure.

Apart from this there are only two conditions— I,

that the photograph must have btten taken by the

competitor, and 2, that on the baek of ich print must
be stated exactly what the photograph represents

The competition will be in two sections, A for

readers aged Iti and over, and li for those under IB.

kach competitor must state in which section his

photograph is entered* There will be separate

Overseas Sections, and in each, prizes of 21/-, 1.5,
-

and it>/6 will be awarded. Entries should be addressed

"October Photographic Contest, Meccano Magan m,
Bitms Ratal, Liverpool 13." Closing dates; Hume
Section, 31st October; Overseas Section, 3 1st January
1951.

i
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Competition Result Solutions
HOME SOLUTIONS

MAY
1st

A. VV.

1950 KNIGHT'S TOUR CONTEST
Prifcc: J. PoI.iik! , Liverpool 22. 2n

APRIL 1950 THRILLS CONTEST
21

Nicol, Ulversion. 3rd Prize: A Porter, Sheffield*

Consolation Prizes: J. K. Dykes, Plymouth;
Rowlands, Hoylake; K. A. Wells, Saiirtcrsteari;

Fowler, Slough,

MAY
1st

Gf. J.
] • ;ist

J.
c.

A.

1950
l'rize;

ADVERTISEMENT CONTEST
K. T i install, Leefls 6, 2nd
Loudon E.7. 3rd Prize: H.

Prizes: \V.

J I'!

Bra i inam,
Kirbv. Consolation

N^wcastle-un-Tyiie
Whit* house, West

rll,

Patterson,

6; 1L C, Truslow, Ufurd; 1L
Broimvich.

1st. No. 7; 2nd, No. 5; 3rd, No* 11; 4th, No, 4;

5th, No. k 6tl No, 2; 7th, No, 8; 8th, No. 12; 9lh,
No, 3; !0th. No. 6; llth, No. 9; 12th, No, 10.

APRIL 1950 ENGINE PARTS CONTEST
L. Fire-box, 2« Cylinder. 3. Buffer. 4. Sand Dot

or Sanding Gear* 5p Injector* 6. Vacuum Cylinder
or Vacuum Pipe. 7, Regulator or Throttle- 8. Safely
Valves. 9. Dome. 10* Bogie,

MAY 1950 KNIGHTS TOUR CONTEST

2nd

MAY 1950 PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST
1st Prize, Section A; H, W. D. Hughes, Bcxley-

heath; Section U: J. Murray, Wishaw. 2nd Pri/r,

Section A; H. North, F.K.G.S., Nottingham; Section
II: B. Puggle, Heiston. 3rd Prize, Section A: H. D.
M.irtineau, Wood hall Spa; Section B: C. G. Lennox
Jones, Ofcebainpton. Consolation Prizes, Section A:
W, 1L Turn bull. Edinburgh 7; D, Mills, Cannock;
P. Clifton, Bromley; G* Opilvie, Edinburgh; Set lion B
M. *L Buffer, Bletchlev; D. F. CIark

t Sontlisea;

B. J, Procter, Loudon S.E-3.

JUNE 1950 PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST
1st Prize, Section A: 1L f. lidwards, Tiiuhridcc

Wells; Section 13: R- S. Mall, London S.W.7
Prtec. Section A: P, Lambert, Harrogate; Section B:

1 Htiirv, Baiibridge. 3rd Prize, S tion A: G,
Oglivie, Edinburgh 4; Section B: P. J. Stop . Calstork
Consolation Prizes, Section A: A* E* Moat, London
N.9; J. D. Doyle, Manchester 21; S, J. N. Wright,
Lotighten; Section B: R* L. Thomas, London N.22;
P. 11. Rutherford, Newcastle -on*Tync 6; L Philip,

Stdbergh.

OVERSEAS
JANUARY 1950 DRAWING CONTEST
bt Prize

p
Section A: T. Kamsden, Mastcrton, N Z.;

Section B: W. H. Walker, Durban, S. Africa. 2nd
Prize, Section A: Miss E* Lnundi's-Yales, Calgary,
Canada; Sect ion B: N- S. Dawson, Peton , N.Z.
3rd Prixe, Section A: Miss P. Granadurai, Trichiuopoly,
S* India; Section B: J. Gordon, W. Pretoria, S.Africa.
Consolation Prizes: M, Johnson, Concord, Canada;
G. Noble, Pretoria, S. Ami a; L. Reynolds, Melbourne,

JANUARY 1950 COVER*
VOTING CONTEST

1st Prize: J* C. Carter,

St i Ucnboscfe. S. Africa. 2nd
Prize: L Phillips, Gatooina,
S. Rhodesia. 3rd Prize: G, M.
Reoch, G adzem a, S. Rhodesia,
Cm Ration Prizes: J % 1L

Williams, Wellington, NX;
R. G. Wood, Invercargill, N.Z,;

C. FJndtey, Napier, N.Z,

JANUARY 19S0 PHOTO-
GRAPHIC CONTEST

1st Prize. Section A: S, T.

Williams, Montreal 4, Canada;
Section B: C. Hartmann, Pieter-

maritzl ' urg, S. Africa* 2nd
Prize, Section A: J. K. Rogers,
Melbourne, Australia; Section

B: D. Swart, Brooklyn, S.

Africa, 3rd Prize: Section A:

J, Skelhorn, Calcutta, India;

section B: G. Eltnsly, New
Brighton, N.Z. Consolation
Prizes: R. N. Satayamurthy,
? vsore, India; A. Mart by,

Wynberg, S. Africa; H, Baudach,
transkei, S. Africa; K. Flowers,
Geraldine, N.Z.

Paragraph taken from
sua.

it Makes I nneElectricity

Ply/' page
'7 am now able to describe these other jobs, after five

i .ire of study ami ten years of work as an mginetr.
I have t\4V*r yet joined cables nt the street, nor am t

likely to, hut J could tell the jointer what size cah!t-s to

use. and where they must he laid, which is often more
tifficult than actually join nig the cables together"
The words electrical and muck have t"*en omitted

from the original parafrraph. Other alteration ar

zorh and tin. sub&tmited tow experience and a

professional respectively,

MAY 19S0 ADVERTISEMENT CONTEST

I

No, I

.

No. 2
G* L. Wright, lhi- Code Stamp Clubj page 232.

Meccano Ltd., Dinky Builder Parts, inside

rear cover.
No. 3, Signalling E<|uipin*nt I n1 * Induction Coils

and Electrical Outfits, page vi, or Bond's 0*EustoD
Road Ltd., Electric Chairs, page x.

No. 4. B.S.A. Cycles Ltd., Golden Wings Bicyr le,

page viii.

No* 5* N. Johnson, Triangular Stamps, page xv.

No. Q* Styinii, Kaleidosoopes, pace xv,

No. 1. Highstone Utilities, Meter Movements, page
xiii; E.H.Wp Ltd., List of 500 Series, pa^ xiv; Hand,
5l>U Different Staiups, page xv; Bcarue, 500 Whole
World Stamps, page xv, or Heywoods, 500 Different

Stamps, page 232,

No. 8. Val Ishcrwood, Mk I and II Clcubur
SubniarineSj page li.

No. 9. County Perfumery Co. Ltd., Brylcreem,
pan jik

No, 10. Frederick V\ inic & Co, Ltd., Coloured
Illustrations and Photographies, page xiv.

A Zulu War Dance. This interesting photograph by t Hartmann of

rictcrmaritzburg, S. Africa, was awarded 1st Prize in the January 1950
Overseas Photographic Contest, Section B.
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Railway Working Timetables—(Com. from pase *

working leaves Dover at 4.55 p.m* in timing No. 44,
bHng booked to pass Ashford at 5.22, Tonbridg6 at

§*46f Orpington, 6,7, Bickley Junction 6J0|, and to
arrive at Victoria (5,30 p.m.

Passing times on the Western Division main line

are applied to certain junction signal boxes, not
stations; for example: Hampton Court Junction.
I3j miles from Waterloo between Surbiton and
Hsher; Woking Junction, just west of the station;

Worting Junction Box, West of Basingstoke, a littl

more than 50 miles from London, where the Bourne-
mouth and Salisbury main lines bifurcate; Winchester
Junction, a rather lonely spot two miles north of the
station of that name, close to mile post 64| from
Waterloo,
These brief notes will pive some idea of the enormous

amount of planning and timing that goes on behind
the railway scenes. Late running and the frequent
necessity for special trains of all kinds, or some son
of mishap may involve deviations from the published
timings, such changes being arranged on the spot
or by the District Control Office. Changes, amend-
ments or additional workings are notified in periodical
Supplementary Notices to the staff. So many
'specials'* are run, together with incidental alterations
to rolling stock rostering, ordinary train timings and
so on over main lines at holiday times that the weekly
Special Traffic Notices for various Regions are bulky
volumes in themselves*

is what is called inter-action, by which a big ship
with very little water under her will drag a smaller
one to her as though she were a magnet*

In war-time, steaming without lights and in convoy
offers a great measure of safety from the enemy,
but it greatly increases the risk of collision. There
is always likely to be question as to which should
come first, the ordinary rule of the road or the naval
orders regarding convoy, and the judges are always
tin lined to favour the former*

The Smallest State in the World—{Cant, from p. 455)

several set aside for the personal use ofsuites

ingwished guests*

The population of the State is just over 1,000.

f whom are employed in the Papal service.

Recentlv, however, a number of industries have been
established. An important one is that devoted to

mosaics. The perfection this art has reached is

evident in the imitative reproduction of renowned
paintings in St. Peter's, where almost all the altars

are so adorned. The studio possesses a carefully

catalogued set of more than 1 1,000 different coloured
plass pastes. As gifts to royalty and rulers, the
Pope occasionally selects particular beautiful mosaics,
like the lovely reproduction of Guido Renins famous
picture of St. Peter,
Another industry is that of manuscript repairing

and book-binding/ The very latest scientific methods
to preserve faded parchment and paper manuscripts
from the corroding influence of ink are used. There
is a special board whose business it is to utilise every
tiscovery that can contribute to the preservation of
these priceless documents. As a result valuable
historic and Biblical manuscripts are being safe-

guarded. Tapestry making is another industry* The
unpretentious workshop is operated by nuns whos*
patience is often taxed, but never conquered, in the
effort to restore priceless hangings.

Vatican City, being a complete sovereignty and
internationally recognised as such* enjoys full

diplomatic privileges. At present some 38 countries
send diplomatic representatives to the Holy
Many of them, however, reside in Rome and not
within the boundaries of the State, Though living on
Italian soil the treaty guarantees them, even in time
of war, the same status as is due to diplomatic
representatives according to the provisions of inter-

national law.

Collisions at Sea—(Continued from page 450)

as such stretches of water are liable to currents
which will throw a vessel off her course, and the
formation of shoals which make it difficult to keep
to her proper side of the channel to pass port-to-port.
Small vessels generally give big ones the part of the
channel with most water, irr pective of the exact
rules; and there are various local regulations in parts
where there would be a special danger if the Inter*
national regulations were carried out. Finally there

The mention of the
dreaded by all

a moment of

subject is incomplete without
part pl;*y iid by the Admiralty Court,
seamen. Quick decisions taken in

extreme danger may not seem so sound when they
are the subject of questions by counsel who have
studied them for months

t
with the knowledge that

the judge is ruled by the strict letter of the regulations
although he has the assistance of nautical assessors.
These are generally Elder Brethren of Trinity House
or experienced ship-masters, who guide hitn in matters
of seamanship and warn him when strict adherence
to the regulations would lead to disaster. Whe*
collisions come before the Admiral (v Court it is bv
ineaus of a c ivil case, with one or both parties claiming
damages, and the judge decides whether neither
Ship is to blame—seldom in peace-time—both ships
equally, or in some proportion such as three-quarters
a nil one-quarter.
To save time and money many cases are settled by

arbitration and minor ones in the County Court;
but the Admiralty Court is then a Court of ,

and it is a very high tribute to its reputation
sound judgment and absolute impartiality that any
number of cases come before it which do not concern
British ships or British waters at all, but are the
result of foreign shipowners choosing it as the finest

tribunal to hear their case*

for

Thirty Years of Enterprise— (Cant, /ram page 458)

they
the

reduced the Loudon - Paris time to within
ur.

Shortly afterwards the company built their first all-

metal air liner, the twin-engined D.H-95 "Flamingo";
but just after the first one went into service on the
London-Jersey route war broke out once more. A
tew "Flamingos" were built for the R.A.F, as
**Hert fordshire' ' 22-teat troop transports.

M ranwhile, despite official disinterest, de Havilland?
pressed on with the design of a light, unarmed wooden
bomber in the tradition of the D.H.4 and D.HL9 of
the first World War—one that would be fast enough
to elude enemy fighters. When the
eventually flew as the D.H.98 "Mosquito," lack of
interest changed to a demand for unlimited production
nrid the "Mossie" became one of the war's
aeroplanes.

The rest

great

wel I

ii

of the de Havilland story is too
known to need recounting in detail* When it was
apparent that jets would supersede piston engines
in fighter aircraft, the company designed not only a
revolutionary jet aeroplane but, under the leadership
of Frank Halford, the engine to power it. The
result was the "Goblin" -powered D.H.I 00

ercrab," later re-named "Vampire," the first

jet to exceed 500 m.p.h. by a handsome margin.
Still the R.A.F/s standard jet fighter, it has also

been developed into the D.H.I 13 Night Fighter and
the R.A.F/s new D.H.I 12 "Venom" fighter. Simul-
taneously de Havillands developed the world's fastest

piston-engined fighter, the twin-engined D.H.103
"Hornet," and, after the war, the fine D.HJ04
"Dover" and D.HJI4 "Heron" feeder- liners, and
the world's first pure-jet air

D.H.106 "Comet"
It is difficult to pay adequate

organisation in a few pages, but
are probably more de Havilland types in production
and in service than any other make of aircraft in

world is the finest tribute that could possibl

to the British Enterprise which started
so modestly in a little wooden hut just thirty ycar^

ago.

the ma nt

tribute to such an
the fact that there

th

r
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Firesi Fun
uYe#i I never eat meat, I've lived on vegetables

for vears/*

BRAIN TEASERS
NUMBERING GONE CRAZY

With four sevens make 21 sevens; with three sixes
make 12 sixes; and with two fives make eleven lives.

• • * *

MORE UNIFORMITY
Fill in this number square using each of the numbers

"That's nothing to boast about. I've lived on earth from 1 to 25 once, so that the numbers in each Urn-.

all my life.

•

"Stop the bus! A man's fallen off."

"Thai's all right. He's paid his fare!"

• • • •

"It was very wicked to pull pussy's tail like that.

No wonder he scratched you*1 *

"But I didn't. It was pussv who pulled. I only
held his tail,"

• * » •

"I say, Mac, what's the idea of stripping off the
wallpaper so carefully? Whv don't you just scrape
it off."

"We're not re-papering the room. We're removing/*
•

11What did the Editor think of the drawings you
showed him?**

"Oh. he clapped his hands— tf

"Delighted, eh?"
"Not exactly. He clapped them over his eyes/*

* * * *

"Yes, Jones was fired with zeal and energy."
"Then why doesn't he work here now?"
"He was too lazy. I did the firing."

i

"You know you're onlv entitled to half the bed.

each column and each diagonal add up to the same
total. The numbers 1 and 25 must appear in Im-

positions shown.

1
1

25 PJMv

• •

GUESS WHAT I

My first is a sporting insect; my second is a weapon;
my third is something associated with the Brills

Railways; my fourth is a boat; my fifth is a Spanish
wine; my sixth is a famous Judge; my seventh is in a
bus; my eighth is a bird which sounds like a colour
going to begin; and my ninth is a natural magnet.

All this gives one word, formed by the first letter

in the first clue, the second in the second clue and
so on* The word is the name of something used
every day. What is it? K.J.B,

• * •

"Don't stand there gaping—go for a doctor.
"I can't. That's bim you've run over."

**

• •

SOLUTIONS TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLES
The six incomplete words of our first puzzle last

month were SCATTER, PRATTLE, CAMELLIA,
CLASSES, POTTERY and SPIGOT.
To solve our second puzzle move the first counter

along the line from 1 to 4* The trick then is to fiJ! up
the beginning of each line in turn. The second counter
therefore is entered at 6 and moved to 1, the third

counter is entered at 3 arid moved to 6, and so on.

The solution of our squaring up puzzle is shown
in the diagrams below, in which the dotted Jirws

indicate the original positions of matches moved.

§

i

I

4

A

i

i

"Well, I've only got half—the middle half!"

I

•

I

•
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CLENBUR
TORPEDOES

AT REVISED NEW PRICES

Scientific Models, tested and guaranteed for

perfect performance.

Deep, urn or shallow dives nrc prc-scleetcd

MARK I SUBMARINE: 40 feet ai one winding

18/9 (Inc. P/tax). Plus 1/6 res. Postage, etc.

MARK II SUBMARINE: 30 feet at one winding*

12/- (inc. P,'tax). Plus 1/- res. Postage, etc.

MARK I MODEL TORPEDO
A thrillinft new Glcnbur toy that can be nlmed
and tired at any target with a ranpc of up to

30 feet, giving a realistic effect on contact.

Th< winding gear is incorporated in the hull.

10/9 (inc. P tax). Plus If- reg. Postage, etc.
'/

Trade inquiries invited r

VAL ISHERWOOD
The Sports Shop

Embassy Building, Formby, Lanes.

BOND'S GAUGE "00" AND "0"

SCALE MODEL TRACK PARTS

4 #

Steel Rail

Brass FUi

Chairs
Electric Chairs
Fishplates

Wooden Sleepers
Track Gauge
Spikes
Nail Presser
Point Lever
Angle Cranks

* * •

* #

Prices;

•W Gauge
4/2 doz. yd,

7/1 doz. yd,

2/6 100
S/- 100
Bd. doz.
1/9 100
1/6 each
9d. pkt.

"0" Gauge
5/- doz, yd,

11/8 doz. yd.
2/9 100
3/6 100
8d* doz,
4/-

1/9
9d. pkt.

100
each

3/6
2/5
8d. each

each
h

4/ ch

2/6 each
81 d. each

Strip Wood
x
x
X
xl

in..

in.,

x 1 1 In.,

x 1j in. f

x 2 in..

x 2j in.,

x 3 in.,

x 6 in..

in.. 2'd. yd.

2ld, yd.

4d. yd.
Sd.yd,
7d. yd.

8d. yd.
9d. yd.
lid. yd.
1/2 yd,

2/- yd.

in, x
in,

in,

in,

in.

x
x
x
X

l

in. x
in, x
in, x
in. x

1

2
3
6

in.,

in.,

in.,

in.,

In.,

in.,

in.,

in.,

in.,

46.
Sd.
Sd.
7d.
9d.
1/2
1/7
2/8
7d.

yd.

yd.
yd.

yd.
yd*
yd.
yd.

All Prices plus packing and postage.

Bond's New Illustrated 128 page Catalogue is

now available, price 1/9, and contains all the

items needed by the model maker.

BOND'S O' EUSTON ROAD LTD.
357, EU
Est. tee?

STON ROAD, LONDON N.W.I
'Phone: EUSton 5441-2

MUCH MORE FUN
TO BUILD YOUR OWN LORRIES
THAN TO BUY 'READY MADE'

i

4 mm. an 7 mm. lorry kits, 24

Yio-tools-to-make-'em' outfits an

a host

i

spare parts

1950 CATALOCUE
FULLY ILLUSTRATED ... 1/- post free

WILSON'S LORRIES LTD.
Dept. M

6. Gt. Winchester St., London E.C.2

ft

t
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Maximum production, On which The I.C.S. offer Courses of Instruction

the life of the nation rests, in a wide range of subjects, including:

depends on high technical skill. Accountancy

This gives marvellous oppor

tunities to young men who have

acqu ired such knowledge and

efficiency as contained in

an I.C.S. Course of Instruction

THE DEMAND FOR WELL
URGENT

BUT
TRAINED MEN
AND UNLIMITED
THERE IS NO WORTH-WHILE
PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED

Advertising

Air and Vacuum Brakes

Air-Condltlonfng

Arable Farming

Architecture

Architectural Drawing
Auditing

Boilermakfng

Book-keeping
Building

Business Training

Business Management
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering

Chemistry. Org* & Inorg,

Civil Engineering

Clerk of Works
Coal Mining

Commercial Art

Concrete Engineering

Diesel Engineering

Draughtsmanship
on any matter concerning your work and your Drawing Office Practice

you need technical training, our advice

career is yours for the ashing—free and with*

out obligation. Let us send you full information

regarding the subject in which you are specially

Inter e ted. DON'T DELAY. Make
ACTION your watchword.

The successful man DOES to-day what
the failure INTENDS doing to-morrow.
Write to us TO-DAY.

Electrical Engineering

Eng. Shop Practice

Fire Engineering

Foremanshlp
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation

Horticulturist

Hydraulic Engineering

Hydro-Electric

Illumination Engineering

Joinery

Journalism (Free Lance)

Machine Designing

Marine Engineering

Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering

Mine Surveying

Mining Electrical

Motor Engineering

Motor Mechanic

Motor Vehicle Operation

Plastics

Quantity Surveying

Radio Engineering

Radio Service Eng,

Railroad Engineering

Refrigeration

Salesmanship

Sanitary Engineering

Sheet-Metal Work
Short-Story Writing

Steam Engineering

Structural Steelwork

Surveying

Telegraph Engineering

Television Technology

Toolmaking

Welding, Gas and Elec

Woodworking Drawing

Works Engineering

Works Management

AnJ most nf the Technical* Profc^sionoU Commjlrfoli
Educational and Civil Service k\am$. t also U.L*A .A,

In salesmanship*

(E*ami ached till successful.)

MAY USE THIS COUPON
[Penny stamp on unsealed envelope}

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD
Dept.218, International Buildings, Kingsway, London W.C.2

Please send your free booklet describing I.C.S. Courses in
r

Name Age
{BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)

Address., *.*.***»«.«. ...
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INDISPENSABL£
THE WORKSHOP

HANDYIN TMHnfif
The indfope
adhesive forinstant
use on crockery,

glass, wood, mciaf, celluloid and
the thousand and one things
handled by the hobbies enthusiast.
Instant drying, insulating, water-

proof and heatproof. Durofix is grand fur repairs

to elect ricaU sports and leather goods* Tubes gd.

and 1 ,3d. Tins 2j9d. and 7/6d«

R a w 1 p I u g
Cement is a

Tile
liquid

cement possessing very strong adhesive

Dualities. For replacing tiles to walls,

oors. fireplaces, hearth, curbs, etc., in

kitchens, lavatories, bathrooms halls,

bedrooms, reception rooms, etc. 2/3 per tin*

Undiluted Animal
Glue of Incompar*
able strength

Ready for instant use tortne many
purposes for which an extra strong
glue is needed. Wood, cloth, fabric f

felt, leather and any greaselcss sur-

face can be stuck with Duroglue.
Tubes 6d. & IK Tins2/3d. &3/9d.

APPLIED LIKE
PUTTY, DRIES

__ LIKE WOOD

Can be cut, planed, polished and
painted like wood. Will take nails

and screws like wood. It does not
blister, crack or decay. Raw 1 plug Plastic Wood is

actually the best quality product of its kind on the

market. Tubes 9d. Tins 2/« and 5/-. B389A

For re-sharpening
Tools, Scrapers and

Domestic and Garden Implements* An
efficient Tool with a great number of uses.

Hardwood Handle, polished and varnished
with Sharpening Stone of medium grading.

Use water, or a thin clear oil if stone cuts too rapidly*

For cleaning stone— wash with paraffin* 2/- each.

RAWLPLUG FIXING DEVICES AND TOOLS
Whatever your fixing problems, there's a Rawiping
Device that will solve it for you—easily and quickly*

Rawlplugs make neat and absolutely firm fixings in any
material from plaster or brick to stone or slate, with a
size for every screw from No. 3 up to £

r#
coach screws,

Rawlplug Tools are easy to use and ensure a perfect hole

without damage to surrounding surfaces. Other Rawl-

Slug Devices include Raw Ibolts for heavy duty'fixings,
.aw (anchors and Toggle BollsForthinorhollowmateria Is

and Rawlclips for instant fixing of conduits and cables

to girders—a device in fact for every need. "Raw! plug

Fixing Devices and products can be obtained iTom Iron-

mongers, Hardware Dealers or Model Makers1 Suppliers-

*VTH E RAW L P fcUG-^COM PAN Y LTD. -
S.W.7;-

No. 25 III« IISTOVE UTILITIES

BARREL POM POM
(Pat. No. 607834}

This gun is modelled on the lines of the famous
twin barrel Naval Ocrlikon gun, and is spring

operated, firing single shots or 2 stream of

projectiles, the barrels automatically

recoiling with each shot. Overall length

10 in. Complete with projectiles. Price 22/6
Including purchase tax.

Sofe patentees and manufacturers:

PHAROS LTD
239, IARLS COURT ROAD, LONDON I.W.S

Meters, 15 v.
t 2| in., m/c, 9 6; 150 v., 2 in., tn/c

f
10./-;

15/600 v*, 2 in., m/c, D.R., B/-; 100 m/a.. 2 in., in/c, 7/6;

3.5 amp., 2 in. T,C, S/-; 4 amp., 2| in. T.C., in case with

switch, 7/8; 20 amp., 2J in., m/i, 9/6. Meter Movement*,
2 in. size with magnet and case (500 microamp}, 2/6.

Units containing two movements, 5/-. All post extra.

Bell Transformers. These guaranteed transformers work
from any A,C Mains, giving 3, 5, or 8 volts output at I

a 111 p. f
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply light in

bedroom or larder, etc. Price B/-, post 6d. BELLS, 6/-.

Ex-R.A.F. 2-valve (2-volt) Microphone Amplifiers as used

in plane inter-com., in self-contained metal case; can be

used to make up a deaf aid outfit, intcrconununicatton

system, or with crystal set, complete with valves, 20/-,

post 1/6. Ditto, less valves, 10/- Hand Microphones,

with switch in handle, and lead, 4/-* Similar instnimefit,

moving coil, 7/8, post 6d.

Mike Buttons (carbon), 2/-. Moving Coil, 4 6; Trans-

formers, §/-• All post 4d. each.

Soldering Irons. Our new streamlined Iron is supplied

with two interchangeable bits, one each straight ami
curved; 200/250 v. 50 watts, 9/-. Standard Iron with

adjustable bit, 200/250 v., 60 waits, 0/6. Heavy Duty
Irgn, 150 watte, 12/6, all post 6d. Crystal Sell. Our
latest Model is a real radio receiver, fitted with a perm-
anent crystal detector, 9/6, post 6d. De Luxe Receiver

in polished cabinet, 18/6, post 1/-. Spare Permanent
Detectors, 2/- each. When ordered separately, 2/6, with

clips and screws, 2/10, j t 3d. Headphones, brand new;

S. G. Brown, G.E.C., etc., 15/-, 23/-, and super-sensitive,

30/-, post Sd, New Headphones, 10/-. Balanced arma-
ture type i'very sensitive), 12/6, Both post 8d» New
Single Earpieces, 3/6. Bah armature type, 4/6; ex-

k.A.F. earpiece, 2/-, post 44. Headphones, in good
order, 4/6 and 5 6 (better quality, 7/6), all post 6d*

Letters only. Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

SS, New ffanilead! London E.ll
Illustrated List sent on request with Id. stamp and S.A.E,
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m m the mark that stands for all

that's best in 00 railway modelling

ERG STOCKISTS hold the widest range ofJirst-class

model railway goods as listed

The ERG CATALOGUE and MANUAL
Price 2s. 6d. post free.

B«ild vonr ROLLING STOCK from ERG "PRECISION"
CARD PARTS
textbook

—

"CARDBOARD

with the aid of the record-breaking

ROLLING STOCK and HOW TO
BUILD IT"

<i<

Price 2s. 6d. (by post 2s. 9d.)

types of wagons and vans and 12 available.

A FASCINATING NEW TEXTBOOK tor the RAILWAY
MOD

"A Review Of THE MODEL RAILWAY"
Facts and Features of 00 Railway Modelling with

photographs and 14 diagrams). Pries 3s. 6d., by post
3s. 9d.

i:\

CALLING SPOTTERS!
NEW!

ENGINE SHED ALLOCATIONS"
Spotters! here is the book you have been
watting for. 74 pages crammed with loco numbers
and where the engines are shedded* including Code
No, of each shed, EASTERN and MIDLAND
regions out shortly. WESTERN and SOUTHERN
regions to follow. Fully up-to-date at time of

going to press*

An Indispensable part of a Spotter's equipment

Price 1/* each Region
Return post free

Send Postal Order for I /- for your Copy (not stamps
phase) to;

H- B, MOYERp 9, Cherry-wood Lane, Morden,
Surrey

The SPOTTER'S
BOOK contains room

2,560 train, bus or
ffff//̂ car numbers, Keep a

neat and tidy record of
all your captures in the
specially prepared note-
book for the purpose.

SPOTTIi* ^
NOT! IOOK

I

—J

>

4*

Send Postal Order Id. for
your copy (return pos t free) t

NOT stampSi please, w
H. B. MOYER
Cherrywood Lane
Morden, Surrey

PROFESSIONAL

CYCLING

This new textbook by E. Ranking Gray, who treats the

subject from an entirely new and practical angle
p
will

prove of great value to all modellers, whether in*

experienced or advanced. Get a copy to-day from
your local model shop or, if you are not within reach
of an ERG Stockist, order direct from ERG (Bourne-
mouth) LTD*

ERG (Bournemouth) LTD
(Dept. M.15]

529, ROUMELIA LANE, BOSCOMBE, BOURNEMOUTH
Telephone: Boscombe 33431

Deal with your local ERG Stockist wherever passible,

but if unable to obtain your requirements locally, you
are of course welcome to order direct from us.

SPRINT

CHAMPI0NSH

60H 347
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Wake up at the Dack there:

How can you expect to

read your tunc* or pti good

mafks lor homework when you

write with a pen that's faint and

scratchy? Pack up and girt a blackbird!

The real 14-ct.gnld mbCifsawfullysirung!)

puts you right in top class for clear handwriting

Save up— or ask for a blackbird next birthday.

In black, green, blue or red 14/8. (inc. tax) with

Azgold enps 3/8 extra. Matching pencils 6/9 (inc. tax)

with Azgold caps 3/8 extra

THE
MADE

•

rd PEN
8 Y THE SWAN PEN PEOPLE

MABIE, TOftt) &CO, LTD. $1 PARK ST., LONDON. W, I Mifa'nttfrdfMffWjv}
Showrtoms & Service Depots: i ro New Bond St., London, IX j

33 Chcipiide, ECa, tnd 3 E*chan*e Street, Minchcitcr. 2

FOR "00" GAUGE

an

TRACK
COMPONENTS

ional lookPECO quality gives that

to your permanent way,

PECO-WAY is assembled ready-to-lay

track complete with ballast underlay. It

iscurvable to all normal radii and available

in 18 in. lengths.

PECO-INDIVIDULAY and components are

true-to-type and enable you to plan and

buiid track to your own special require-

ments. Points of every description can be

made to your own design,

PECO track is suitable for all types of

electric systems.

PECO products are sold only through

recognised Dealers. Send to-day for

illustrated Catalogue, price 1/- post free.

THE PMTCNARD PATENT PRODUCT CO. LTD.
PECO WAY. RUSSELL ST., SIDMOUTH, DEVON

Plans for a model of the

» n

<

I

The craft which drifted from

Peru to the South Sea Isles

Thor Heyeroahl, the builder of the 'KON-TIKI,' believed

thai the South Sea Isles were first populated by a race

who fled from Peru by raft about 1.000 years ago. To

demonstrate his theory he and five companions made

the same journey on a batsa wood raft of the type which

the Incas of South America used. It is an epic story which

you should read and commemorate by making a model

of Heyerdahrs 'ship.* Four sheets of

plans, size 20 in. x 15 in. Post free. PRICE

rig * mwuvi

2/8d.

MODELCRAFT
77 ROAD, LONDON S.W

Convert your chemistry

set to a student's laboratory

by easy stages.

Supplies of spare
apparatus and chemicals

are now available.

Ask to see them at your dealer

or write lo the manufacturers f <-f curw^
price list, enclosing

stamped
addressed
envelope Id

i

i
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A AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS
The old-fashioned method of developing ro films splashing

t

Inet

them up and down in a dish is out. The modern method, used
amateurs and professional workers alike, is in a Johnson tank.

JOHNSON
-20 TANK

Provides a very economical way of developing
your size-20 films. The film is transferred to ihe

tank spiral in the dark. The lid is then locked on

Cou\4€

i
fait Cmt do ikU

u>a tit to

U) n, n&iAhJL ufdta,

JOHNSON TANK

by a quarter turn, and all the rest of the work,
developing, fixing and washing, is done inside

ihe tank in daylight. Half

an ounce of concentrated
AZOL in 10&-oz. of water
makes the developing
solution. 1-oz of Acid
Hypo in 10^-or. of water

makes the fixing solution

No mess and no bother,

PRICE 22/6
Your dealer will let

y^u examine one and
explain bow it works,

JOHNSONS OF HENDON LTD

DYSON TON TRAILER
17/6

FODEN TIPPER LORRY
56/6

i

Built from standee tliscri

parts, all replaceable.
They come to vou ready

assembled.

ASK YOUR DEALER!

FODEN F.G. LORRY
52/6

Marketed by ABBEY-COfllMTHIAN Lowton. S.W.1

What can I read now?
LET THE

WEBLEY Am ™TO?

NEWS SHEET
G tve up -to -thes minute reports of"

Thrilling Adventure Stories & good
hooks by your favourite authors.

FREE ccpy from s-

FREDERICK WARNE & C? LT.
D

BEDFORD COURT, SLDFORD ST. IONDQW.WC2

Marvellously

accurate for

target practic i

No licence required lo purchase
lor use on enclosed premises.

Senior

Junior

Mark 1

Webby Air Rifl

Write for fte. WEBLEY SCOTT LTD.,

i

K7 t Weaman Street, Birmingham, Eng.
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You can have th

miniature

'PICTURES
AT HOM

with the aid of this

MINIATURE
PROJECTOR

Safe to use'— simple to operate from an ord-

inary pocket lamp battery

—

will give you and

your friends lots of entertainment,

COMPLETE WITH ONE FILM

Post & Pckg* 1 1* extra

Battery 9d. extra

Toy Dept Third Floor

SELFRIDGES LTD., LONDON, W.I MAYfa'r 1134

STUDY AT FOR

The old London Matriculation examination

Wl ll shortly be replaced by that for the

GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION
Wolsey Hall (est. 18941 prepares students by post

for this and other exams., including London
Engin. Prelims., etc. Low lees,

PROSPECTUS from Director of

Studies, Dept. GKS.

B.A.. B.Sc.
instalments.

WOLSEY HALL OXFORD

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send Stamp for

COMPLETE

PRICE LIST

BECK

BOOKLETS:
"Experiments'* 7d

"Formulas" lOd.

"Home
Chemistry" 2/3

Pust Paid

(Scientific Dept, G). GO. High Street

STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON N.16

NEW IAN ALLAN BOOKS
NEW LIGHT on the LOCOMOTIVE EXCHANGES

Cecil J. Allen i, Fully Bound)
GRESLEY PACIFICS of the L.N.E.R.: Cecil J. Allen

ABC. of MAIDSTONE & DISTRICT BUSES .,

A.B.C. of BIRMINGHAM CITY TRANSPORT:
No. 1 Trams and Trolleybuses

-f
§

*

*

*

No. 2 Buses. .

BRITISH ROAD RACING
A.B.C. Of CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS, 1950

A.B.C. Of BRITISH LOCOMOTIVES:
Part 2 Nos. 10000-39999
Part 3- Nos. 40000 59999

A.B.C. of LONDON TRANSPORT:
No, 1—Buses and Coaches
No. 2 Trams and Trolleybuses

No. 3—Trains
SOUTHDOWN BUSES

I- 9

* ft

i ft

* •

* *

* ft

ft * 4

• 4

*

m #

• * *

Order now from &t*
33, Knollys

S.W.16

5/1

2/8*

2/81
2/2?
2/2*

2 2*
2 2*

2/2*
2/2*
2/2*
2/84

Road,

SPARKS DATA SHEETS
ARE NOW RECOGNISED as the Finest and Most

Reliable Radio Constructional Sheets obtainable. They

provide "Easy - to - Follow" Full-size Assembly and

Wiring Plans of Tested and Guaranteed Designs, plus

Detailed Descriptive matter which render previous

Radio experience unnecessary,

THE "POCKET PAK" PORTABLE. A fine little

one-valve all-dry battery Set for Medium-waves.^ Com-
pletely self-contained except 'Phones. Fine 'Phone

signals from the 'local' Stations, or greater range with

a short aerial. Only 7*x3ix1J In. Very Popular.

Data/S, 2/9.

THE "JUNIOR" ONE-VALVER. Another all-dry

battery design giving good 'Phone signals on Med. and

Long-waves in any district with short aerial, 2/6,

FORTY OTHER DESIGNS AVAILABLE, SEND
STAMP FOR LATEST LIST No. 38/48.

ALL COMPONENTS CAN BE SUPPLIED

SPARKS* DATA SHEETS (MM)
48a, High Street, Swanage, Dorset

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS CO. LTD.

17-
Civji

Victoria House,
UR photographs are real photographs. They are

all postcard size. Price 4/6 doz. Less than one doz.

6d. each. (Prices include 100% P. Tax and postage*.

rnAol 1IICCS War planes of the two World
AtKUrLAnLO. Wars (over 2.000 titles). Send

for List 21W including free specimen photograph,

aircraft (1.500 titles). State requirements.

QUI DC- Naval and Mercantile Marine. 1,700

OnlrO. t i ( (es (warships, destroyers, cruisers, sub-

marines, etc. Lmers, cargo-ships, sailing ships and small

craft). List being re-printed. State requirements.

SPECIAL OFFER: (our selection) of the follow-

ing: (1) 1914-18 Warplanes. (2) 1939-45 Fighters.

(3) 1939-45 Bombers. (4) 1939-45 Seaplanes. (5) Ctvil

aircraft. (6) Famous aviators. (7) Warships. (8) Liners

9) Sailing ships. (10) Dogs. (11) Film Stars.

rice 2/- (pos free. Including 100% P. Tax).

CIGARETTE CARDS
24-page
lists hundreds

JUNIOR
of

CATALOGUE Price 4d.

__ , sets, beginners packets, eu\
108-page ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Price 2 6

lists over 1,200 different sets, assortments, etc.

New Albums available for standard, medium,
large and Tvphoo size cards.

pedenre and reputation.

(Dept. MB)
TOMPKINS

W Wallingt
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STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS
[See also pages 472 and 474)

FREE S.W. AFRICAN PICTORIALS
The above scarce stamps will be given free to all

genuine applicants for our famous ONE PENNY
APPROVAL BOOKLETS of BRIT. COLONIALS.
These Booklets abound with JUBILEES, PEACE,
CORONATIONS, SILVER WEDDINGS and UJP.U
as well as the latest ICG* VI stamps* Many Bargains
as usual* N»B.— Enclose 2|d. stamp for Politic,

S. FENLEY LTD., 250, Charminster Rd.. Bournemouth

100 DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE
(Including TRIANGULAR and PICTORIALS)

To Approval Applicant! enclosing 2|d. postage.

N.JOHNSON (Dent, M.M.). 19. Hillside. Slough, Bucks.

FREE

A.

STAMPS ALL DIFFERENT including Jet
Bomber, Sltymaster Plane, Steam Loco-

^^^^ motive and many other Pictorials.

1QQ Request Discount Bargain Approvals
u ^*** enclosing 4d. for postage, etc.

HUGHES. 34, LOCHALINE STREET, LONDON W.G

RAILWAY PACKET FREE
This packet contains Mint and Used Stamps showing
ENGINES 0LO & MODERN, and is absolutely FREE,
Simply request Approvals and enclose 2Jd. stamp*
JOHN H.ABEL 3. Alder Close* Sturminster Newton; Dorset

ONE THOUSAND DIFFERENT—SEVEN SHILLINGS
My 6 page list of packets, etc,, includes the following

offers* AH Different; 50 Airmails 3/-; 50 Paraguay 4/-;

100 Portugal 3/6; 100 Switzerland 2/8. Postage 3d. extra.

Packet of stamps cat, 10/- free to Approval Applicants.

R. A. KNOWLES M,M,)i 19. Victoria Road, Whitehaven

BEGINNER'S PARADISE ! SS^SSrss:
Post extra. Amazing variety. Many repeat orders for

this packet* 13 Italian Pictorials Free to applicants
for our fatuous approvals* 3d. postage,

Belfield'i Stamp Service, Stout Hill, Quarry Bank, Staffs,

PAY THE P. & L WAY
We offer a generous discount to all those

a 2id» stamp for our
BRITISH COLONIAL APPROVALS

P,S L. Philatelists. 10. Tynenouth RfLMitcham. Surrey

CIGARKTI I

:

CAItllS
600 series. 100's of

ALBUMS to hoi,

Send 3d. for BARGAIN LIST of

<*ts available from 1/- to 2/6 each.

200 cards 1/6, for 100 cards, 1/-. Subject packets

20/25 cards each on AEROPLANES, BUTTERFLIES,
CRICKET. DOGS, BIRDS, FOOTBALL, BOXING,
SHU'S, SOLDIERS, RAILWAYS and WILD ANIMALS
1/-. ALL ABOVE POSTAGE EXTRA. SPECIAL
OFFER: 100 different cards and album to hold them 3/-

E.H.W. Ltd., Dept, "M," 42, Victoria St, London S.W.I

MORE ««OO M LINESIDE BUILDING PLANS!
A.W. 120H. Village School. Z/6; A.W. 121H. Block of

Modern Flats, 2/6; A.W. 122H, Old Style Tenement
Flats, 2/4; A.W. 123H, Fire Station, 2/-; A.W. 124H,
Town Hall. 2/6; A.W. 125H, Half Model of Terrace
House Backs, 2/6. Note I These are ONLY available

for "OO" Models.
Send 6d. for our 9th Edition Catalogue, including

all new drawings to date.

JOHN E. SKINLEY, M.J.Inst.E.,
132, High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex

Complete with

mstiuctions. Endless

entertainment and no further expense. Ideal for School

or College. Lightweight Headphones 15/-. All pes! free.

Crystal Set Kits 15/

W. Buckle. (Dept. Ml. 77. Horrinp,er Rd.. Bury St. Edmunds

Learn Shorthand by 1st Nov. (1 hour's stud/ nightly). 1st lesson

2jd. stamp. Buttons (Dept. M0). 92. Gt. Russell St.. W.C.I

YOU

MUST

HAVE
MINIC AMBULANCE

MINIC AMBULANCE!
You're really missing something if you haven't got a
Minic ambulance in your scale model collect ion.
It's a modern streamlined ambulance* sparkling white
with red markings. The back doors open to reveal a
removable stretcher and two bunks- Five inches long,
with a long-run ning clockwork engine and silent rubber
tyres — this is a fine model to stand out among your eara.

Price 4/6 Packing and postage 9d. extra.

Write now for Hamley*s new Illustrated Christmas
Catalogue.

200-202, REGENT STn LONDON W.l
(Our only address) Tel.: REQent 3J6I

MODEL 5.E.2 STEAM ENGINE
A magnificent

miniature
power piant

for driving

your models

48 /

~*^f inc. Purchase Tax

This splendid model is fitted with seamless highly

polished brass tube boiler 5" long, speed regulator,

whistle, 2" diameter red spofcedbrass flywheel and

safety valve, beautifully finished in red, gi^^n and

black, and complete with filler funnel, three burner

spirit lamp and full instructions.

MAMOD MINOR No. 1 STEAM ENGINE
MAMOD MINOR No. 2 STEAM ENGINE
MAMOD S.E.1 STEAM ENGINE

21/3
29/5
39/9

inc Tax

mc Tax

he. Tax

ALL MAMOD ENGINES AND WORKING MODELS
FIT MECCANO AND ARE 100 . GUARANTEED

Be sure to ask /our dealer to show you this famous range.

MALINS (ENGINEERS) LIMITED
25-31, CAMDEN STREET, BIRMINGHAM 1
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DEALER FOR

DETAILS OF

«*.'«!|*ll **« M14

tk< OlUftK/J PLv»t*C

BUILDING
PRICES:
No.
No.

13/9

20/7

14/4

No. Ox
No. 1x

No. 2x

I-

fr/10

13/9

20/7

• •

PLIMPTON ENGINEERING Co. Ltd,

GIBRALTAR ROW, LIVERPOOL

The Bolster Home Watch and CLOCK REPAIR OUTFIT
1 liesc precision jeweller's instruments include watch-
maker's magnify iru» eyeglass, finest watch twec^era, s*t

watt lniiiiker's screwdrivers, watch and dork oil, mUto,
Justine powder, ckw k brush, plus illustrated instrui tiooaJ

manual for the ajtiaU'iir* In container, 12/8 post free.

Stiiiur outfit additionally contains ivatdfi jewels,

compound*, dial renew er, jeweilei > rouge,

explanatory bonk. , . . * Pike 21/- j-n^i free*

BOLSTER INSTRUMENTS

llttlUDQll *•

Dopt. M.M.i, 5a, Station Parade, Ashford, esex

CIGARETTE CARDS!
DO YOU want the finest Card* ai iha most reasonable prices*

-er> send lor our 1/5U List of over 1,000 difleienl lots

12 pages of Bargains..*. 6d, port free. By and large oufs are (be

3west pricos in ihe trade! 100 Dtffeccnt Cards in perfect

ce Jiiion ... 2J6. Beginners' Packets ,.. containing 20 card*

imo series or 25 aborted ... 1/-. Complete Setr. .. from |j-

pwards. Alburns—6d , 1/4 2/6, 5J- and 7/6. All Postage Ej<na

Oui tiim rs your oomplete sailed uon Why not give us a trial?

J. H. DAVIS & CO.
Dept. M.M., 18, Cliicieii RcL, Brer.tfurci, Middlesex

KALEIDOSCOPES =
Fascinating Novelty for all Ages!
Ingenious optical creation of ever-changing

colour designs. Endless variety 2/6 post free.

"STYMIT" (Dept. M)

6, Gt. Winchester St., London E.C.2

CONTACT US FOR:
Ml Gd.
•NJnscs Ulus.

Glossy KC.S of

Buses, Trims, Locos.,

i: also bark number "Modrl Railway News,"
M.M.s*

1

(all years}, etc;I* »<Train- 1 1 hi*.
ii i«

We buy,
Lens or

dl «r exchange all trans}* >i 1 1 to«i*. Call or u rite,

Sutton, 50, Carshalton Road, Sutton, Surrey

MAGAZINE
Registered M the Q.P.O., London* /or trans inhskm bj

Canadian Magazine Post.

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICES:
LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND.

Telegrams; "Meccano, Liverpool.11

Readers 1
Sales and Wants. Private advortisemetite

(ie. t
not trade) are charged Id. per word, minimum

/-, Cash with order. Readers* advertisements are
[Delusion in the first

be guaranteed.

1/
published as soon as passible;

issue after receiving them can not

.

* •

m m

•

m i

Ii

BOOKS*
L.M.R. & Sc.R. Nos. with Shed No*.
ILK. & Sc.K. Nos. with Shed Nos.

British Passenger Locos.

"Freight and Mixed Traffic Locos." .

New Light on Lorn. Bx< bangcfi™

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES:
S/L Level Ciorainfis tor Diiblo or Trix
1 >/L Level Crossings for Dublo qr Trix

Island Platforms, 24 i

i

l— .

Swivelling Water Cruies
Shrubs or Bushes
Hrd^cs. per 12 in. N tipth

S^al* 1 Mrtal Fencing, 6 in. Ion

"BOteed" Factory Cnrd
(A
Biltee£i" Ixxm. Shc^i

•*Biltee/i
1

* Conutn* Station ( aid

Postace extra "Wr or
1-
cr' Parte List

TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK WI.E.T.A.i

109
f

DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER 3

n •

& •

4 *

*

4 *

• *

"*

m * p

«

6/6
11/6
7/6
2/9
6d.

1/6
9d.

1/16
1/10
1/16

'M\. ]Ml

v-
V-
V-
3 6

4/3
64.
t/e

post*

PERSONAL ATTENTION MEANS
A LOT TO MODELLER

We have the largest slock of model materials,

aircraft and railway kits and accessories in the

North. Your mail order by return. Send 3d. stamp

for eight-page list.

WfLMSLOW MODEL CO*
Water Lane, WILMSLOW, Cheshire

SEA TRAINING A fuli-iimc course of
training for boys lor

ihc Fishing Industry h«i commenced at the Lowc*toit
Technical Institute. For further particulars write to:

BOROUGH EDUCATION OFFICER. 49. High St.. Lowestoft

READERS' SALES AND WANTS

Abo M
Stock,
Cioocj s

SALES
niDV Clockwork lUl Tank Engine, Rolliii

luints, Rails (I ft. and 2 ft. Radius),
Set. Good condition, reasonable.—Brown, 21, Windsor
Urivef Grappen hall, Nr. VVarringtoa-
Hornby lUectric Train, Gauge I); one Circle Track

f

three Coaches* two Lngines needing flight attention*

What o&ers? AI^o large collection of Heoc^uio.
Approximately Outfit Nos. 9-10 plus extras; live

Motors; nearly 100 Wheels and Gears. Well overl,4uo
pirccs. Good condition, nearest £1U.—M. MeUor, l f

Jarvia Crescent, oidbury, Worcs,

WANTS
"Magic Motor" ;utd No. 3A Mcccauq Outfit. Must

Ue iu ^ocid condition. State price when replying to

M, IfcfacCarthy, New Street, Bantry
f
Co, Cork, Eire.

Sumr-inode] Le<iflcts r
particularly Nos I f la, 4, i>,

«4i 27 and 29- Must be iu good condition. State
Inrc—Box VMM/ 1

Mo, 40,

Geared Rolkr Dealings No. 167; E020 KJectxie

Motor, Stiitc price Lux H
M..M No. 4L

•
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Boys play happily for hours on

end with Meccano models that

they make themselves. Meccano

Strips, Plates, Wheels, Gears, etc.,

can be used over and over again

Obtainable

ONLY
from

Meccano

Dealers

for hundreds of models. That's

interest never

Meccano is the most fascinating of

hobbies, and suitable

MADE
MECCANO

LIVERPOOL
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These splendid die-cast aluminium
are now available from your Me

who wtil Cell you their prices

Accessor io 1

no Dealer

SIGNAL

nished to represent concrete, with or.inge roofs

>«d rreen d* Height 3 In* Length 6 J in.

Stone coloured platform
roof and©range
ramps.

green
Length

and building, wit
doors Detachabl
1 ft. 11 In,

Suburban-rype station with
approach and entrance hal 1

similarly to Island Platform*
ramps* Length 1 ft- 11

atcractiv
Coloured

Detachable
in.
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